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Extensive research has been devoted to evaluating potential

genotype-environment interactions. However, plant breeders are still in

need of a simple way to describe how genotypes respond to different

locations and years. In an environmentally diverse state like Oregon,

significant genotype-environment interactions do occur The resulting lack

of association between actual and genotypic potential yield performance

makes it difficult to select genotypically superior lines. This study was

prompted to evaluate the extent of such an interaction and compare

various yield stability models.

A significant genotype-environment interaction encompassing lines,

environments, and years was discovered for each individual year analyzed

and for the combined analysis of 1992, 1994 and 1995, and 1989
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through 1994. Most lines evaluated during 1992, 1994 and 1995 were

adapted to low yielding environments. However, two genotypes

(0R880172 and 0R880525) exhibited broad adaptation. Stephens and

Mac Vicar were less adapted to the relatively high yielding Chambers site

than the other genotypes tested during 1992, 1994 and 1995 due to

Septoria tritici infections. The most stable genotypes during the combined

1992, 1994 and 1995 and 1989-1994 seasons were 0R870831, Madsen

and OR8500933H. Gene was the most desirable genotype based on

stability and yield for both the combined 1992, 1994 and 1995 and 1989-

1994 seasons. Due to an inability to adapt to higher yielding

environments, the cultivar Rohde was the least stable genotype during the

same combined periods. High and low temperatures and precipitation had

minor yet significant effects on yield responses at all three sites during

various periods identified.

Advanced winter wheat selections and cultivars were grown in

three diverse environments and compared over different time periods. Due

to trial design and the objective of identifying superior genotypes from a

set tested in target environments a combination of two methods, stability

variance and a selection index, emerged as the most appropriate

techniques. These approaches are considered the most appropriate

because they use the mean of the trial as a gauge for measuring stability.
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GENOTYPE-ENVIRONMENT INTERACTION AND
PHENOTYPIC STABILITY OF SELECTED WINTER WHEATS

(Triticum aestivum L. em Thell).

1. INTRODUCTION

The objectives of a wheat improvement program are to develop

cultivars with superior and stable yield, acceptable milling and baking

quality, and resistance or tolerance to biotic and abiotic stresses. Equally

important is adaptation and how cultivars perform when grown across

environments and over years. Rarely do breeders have the luxury of

directing their breeding efforts toward narrow targeted environments.

They are constantly required to develop new cultivars which are well

adapted to an ever fluctuating and diverse range of environments.

Genotype-environment interactions are a widespread phenomenon when

wheat lines are evaluated across diverse environments. Such interactions

are discernible as differential responses of a given set of genotypes over a

set of environments. The main problem associated with genotype-

environment interactions is the lack of association between phenotypic

performance and the genotypic potential of a given genotype. As a

consequence such interactions confound the data collected from yield

trials and hinder selection.
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When genotype-environment interactions exist across particular

targeted environments, the breeder may choose to investigate the stability

of each line and/or check cultivar being included in the yield trials. Any

particular line may be relatively more stable but low yielding or exhibit

undesirable performance with respect to other traits making it less

desirable as a new cultivar. Ideally, the plant breeder would like to

produce high yielding lines which possess an acceptable level of

phenotypic stability. Combining information on phenotypic stability, along

with mean yields from replicated yield trials should allow the identification

of lines which are best suited to a particular targeted environment.

The objectives of this study were fourfold: i) to investigate the

probable existence of a significant genotype-environment interaction in

yield trial experiments conducted in three dissimilar environments across

Oregon, ii) determine which specific line or lines are the de facto most

stable across these three environments, iii) to compare these lines to a

MODWht simulation model check, and iv) to explore possible

environmental indices as causes for the genotype-environment

interactions.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1: Genotype-Environment Interaction

Reports of genotype-environment interactions are prevalent in the

literature and transcend many crops (Fejer, 1973; Habgood, 1977; Leon,

1991; Krenzer et al., 1992; Saulescu and Kronstad, 1995). Baker

(1988a), defines genotype-environment interaction as when "differences

among genotypic strains vary from one macro-environment to another".

True macro-environments were classified by locations over years.

Moreover, he points out that a genotype-environment interaction could be

due to differential responses of genotypes to specific components of each

macro-environment or a non-additivity of the genotype and environmental

effects.

Variance components are commonly estimated from performance

data collected over locations with the following generalized model:

= p + G1 + + (G E;;) + eu

where 11 is the overall mean, G. is the effect of the ith genotype, E1 is the

effect of the jth environment, (GE);; is the interaction effect of the ith

genotype, in the jth environment and eu is the residual error.

Establishing that a significant genotype-environment interaction

exists is not enough without determining the nature of the interaction.
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Haldane (1946), used rank orders to define three interaction types. A type

one interaction may be thought of as no interaction with the response of

each genotype being equal across environments. Type two interactions

are also termed quantitative interactions since one genotype is

consistently superior to the other across a given set of environments.

Baker (1988b), argued that the best genotype could be selected when

there is a type two interaction since one genotype would be consistently

superior to the other in each environment. Consequently, most breeders

consider a type two interaction as inconsequential and ignore it. For

example, Kolar et. al. (1991), when investigating cold tolerance in winter

barley found a significant genotype (group) x environment interaction, but

attributed the interactions to magnitude changes rather than rank changes.

To the breeder the most interesting type of interaction is a type three

interaction which is sometimes referred to as a qualitative interaction.

Type three interactions are characterized by a change in the relative

rankings of genotypes in different environments. Gail and Simon (1985),

developed a chi square test appropriate for independent trials where error

variances are heterogeneous to check for significant qualitative

interactions. This procedure uses the difference between the two

treatments (d1) in the ith test and an estimate of the variance of that

difference to calculate a weighted mean difference. The weighted mean

difference is then tested using the chi square distribution. Unfortunately,
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the Gail-Simon test is subject to experiment-wise error rates when multiple

comparisons are made (the risk of making a type I error can exceed a). In

order to avoid this problem, Baker (1988b), suggested comparing only the

genotypes that are a priori expected to show significant qualitative

interactions.

Baker (1988) examined yield data from three spring wheat cultivars

("Neepawa", "HY320" and "Fielder") grown in nine environments for

significant qualitative interactions. The Gail-Simon test revealed that a

qualitative interaction existed between HY320 and Fielder. Although there

was a significant interaction between Neepawa and HY320 or Fielder he

concluded these were type one or type two interactions and not

qualitative in nature.

Oosterman et al., (1993) studied genotype by environment

interaction using 36 two row barley landrace genotypes and mixtures

evaluated over 14 Mediterranean environments. Significant genotype by

environment interactions were found but no investigation was performed

to determine stability of specific lines.

MODWht is a mechanistic growth simulation model that simulates

the growth and development of winter wheat (Rickman et al. 1996; and

Waldman and Rickman, 1996). Daily minimum and maximum

temperatures, precipitation, relative humidity and solar radiation are used

to estimate grain yield and agronomic factors ( including but not limited to:
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total carbon pool and its allocation, root length and density by soil layer,

percent N, green leaf area, height, Feekes and Zadoks phenological stage,

etc.). Saulescu and Kronstad (1995) used the MODWht simulation model

to investigate genotype-environment interactions among sixteen entries in

the 1988 through 1992 Western Regional Soft White Winter Wheat

Nursery (WRSWWN), grown at three locations. Two checks were used

for comparisons, "Stephens" (the most widely grown cultivar in the

region) and the simulated yield calculated using MODWht. Most

genotype-environment interaction variances were significant when

Stephens was used as the check but when simulated yield was used all

genotype-environment interaction variances were significant. This

indicates the simulation model fails to account for some important biotic

and/or abiotic factors acting in the system. When average entry-check

differences were correlated with environmental indices they found that

contrasting genotype performance was largely due to environmental

indices. By using simulated yield as a check many differential responses

due to environmental factors were uncovered that were unobserved when

using Stephens. Correlations involving absolute minimum temperatures

and Stephens as a check indicated that "Moro" was the only cultivar that

was different in response to the check. When simulated yield was used as

the check five genotypes ("Gene", "Madsen", 0R833765, 0R833725 and

ORFW3115) had significantly lower yields associated with lower
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temperatures. This same pattern where an increased number of

genotypes exhibited an association between yield differences and

environmental indices when simulated yield was used rather than

Stephens was present when other environmental indices were explored as

well. Simulated yield indicated that the cultivars "Elgin", "Kharkof",

"Moro", "Nugaines" and "Tres" were more adapted to unfavorable

environments and none of the cultivars were better adapted to favorable

environments than the simulated check. Relative to Stephens as the

check Elgin, Kharkof, Moro and Nugaines performed better in unfavorable

environments and Gene, 0R833725 and Madsen performed better in

favorable environments. As an alternative to conventional methods

Saulescu and Kronstad (1995) recommend using i) simulated yield as a

check and growth simulation outputs such as simulated water deficit,

cumulative precipitation, or anthesis date as environmental indices and,

correlation coefficients of deviations from average differences between

each entry-check pair and environmental indices as three approaches when

investigating differential genotypic responses to environmental factors.
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2.2: Phenotypic Stability

It is impossible to separate genotype-environment interaction and

stability analysis. Stability analysis derives from, and is contingent on, a

significant genotype-environment interaction taking place.

There are various statistical tools available for the researcher to

evaluate phenotypic stability. Numerous examples are available

demonstrating the use of each statistical tool and researchers commonly

apply more than one to interpret their data. These tools are commonly

divided into parametric and non-parametric statistics including cluster and

path coefficient analysis. There are problems inherent with either class of

statistic; consequently various authors prefer different stability measures.

According to Lin et a/. (1986), parametric stability statistics attempt

to reduce a multivariate question to a univariate solution creating

discrepancies among the conclusions reached when different parametric

statistics are used. With regards to the parametric statistics Lin et al.

(1986), proposed three types of stability. Under type one stability,

genotypes are considered stable if their among environment variance is

small. A cultivar is type two if its response is parallel to the mean

response of the trial. A genotype is considered as type three if the

residual mean square from a regression is small. Lin et al. (1986),

characterized some commonly used stability statistics as belonging to one



of these three types. Francis and Kannenbert's (1978), coefficient of

variation (CV,) and Plaisted's (1960), environmental variance component

(S21) were considered type one stability parameters. Shukla's (1972),

stability variance (o21), Finlay and Wilkinson's (1963), regression

coefficient (b) and Wricke's (1962), ecovalence (w21) were classified as

type two stability parameters. The deviation mean square (MS) from

regression statistic (82) of Eberhart and Russell (1966), was considered a

type three stability statistic.

Lin et al., (1986) considered type one statistics as a biological

concept rather than an agronomic one. They pointed out that a plant

breeder is not merely interested in acceptable type one stability but high

yield as well. They also stated that type one stability is important if the

geographic range of interest is restricted. The type two genotype is only

stable in relative terms. The stability of each genotype depends on the

particular lines that are evaluated in the same test and hence the scope of

inference and the relative stability is limited to that particular trial and

group of genotypes. For instance, a type two stable genotype may be

classified as relatively unstable when evaluated with a different set of

genotypes. Since the standard response is the overall mean, unless the

genotypes evaluated in the trial are representative of those grown in the

region, no conclusions can be made about the possible performance of

other genotypes. Type three stability analysis partitions variability into a
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predictable portion (b) called the regression coefficient and an

unpredictable portion or deviations from regression (62,). The fundamental

problem with the type three statistic is that the deviation MS doesn't

accurately portray a genotypes stability since the regression is a

descriptive rather than a predictive model. It is apparent that the

deviations from regression would reflect R2 but according to Lin et al.

(1986), 62; does not indicate genotypic stability and this is especially true

if 62; is large or R2 is small indicating a poor fit.

Lin et al. (1986), consider type three stability statistics to be the

least pertinent and difficult to defend, unless environmental factors, e.g.

precipitation amount, temperature level etc., are used as environmental

indices. They consider the type two stability statistics as effective but

limited since they are relative to the other genotypes in the test. Type one

stability statistics are credited with having a broad inferential base but

unfortunately, they ignore genotype response patterns.

If the question of interest is stability over the entire range of

environments Lin et al. (1986), indicate that CV; and S2; are useful

statistics. Conversely, if the objective is merely to investigate the relative

stability of a known group of genotypes across a given set of

environments then b, is appropriate. Nevertheless, when the residual MS

from regression are heterogeneous or the data does not fit, then a2; and
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w21 should be applied. The deviations from regression were not considered

an effective stability statistic by Lin et al. (1986).

Westcott (1986), examined several stability parameters and came

to much the same conclusions as Lin et al. (1986). Cluster analysis

calculates the dissimilarity (similarity) between genotypes and uses this

dissimilarity to group genotypes together into clusters. Cluster analysis

was rejected because of the unwarranted structure it imposes on the data

set and because the particular clusters produced depends on which

dissimilarity measure is used. This is especially true since it is difficult to

justify one dissimilarity measure over another. Principle component

analysis was not recommended since the principle components may be

unrelated to the environmental conditions present. Moreover, Westcott

(1986), concluded that cluster analysis and principle component analysis

are inappropriate and that linear regression is easily influenced by a single

environment causing it to be misleading.

Ecovalence and environmental variance are based on a two-way

table and have been criticized because of low rank correlations between

them (Jalaluddin and Harrison, 1993). Piepho (1995), used a Monte Carlo

simulation to evaluate the validity of ecovalence and environmental

variance (S21). The simulation was based on the premise that the lack of

agreement between ecovalence and stability variance could be a

consequence of: i) sampling error or ii) the inappropriateness of the two-
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way model. The simulation revealed that the empirically low rank

correlations are a consequence of the high sampling variance. They

concluded that ecovalence and environmental variance are not invalid

because of the lack of correlation between them.

Lin and Binns (1988), proposed cultivar performance (P1) as a

parameter for investigating genotype-environment interactions and general

cultivar superiority across locations. The estimates (P1) are the square

differences of the test genotypes and the maximum response at each

location, summed over locations and divided by twice the number of

locations. Advantages to this method include: n a maximum value is

provided by a "check" which is defined as the genotype having the

maximum response in each environment, ii) it is simple to calculate and

easily interpreted, and iii) general genotype adaptability can be determined.

The mean square distance from the maximum observed response is a

measure of a genotype's superiority. They caution that a genotype

possessing good specific adaptability but poor general adaptability may be

rejected when using this method. Protection from discarding narrowly

adapted genotypes can be afforded by considering bi along with cultivar

performance. If bi is greater than 1.3 (better adapted to high yielding

environments) or less than 0.7 (better adapted to low yielding

environments) then specific adaptability can be explored by plotting the

test genotype and the maximum response on location means. Cultivar
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superiority has the advantage of a broad and stable inferential base, a

realistic standard (given by the maximum response), single criteria

assessment, and an intuitive agronomic and biological interpretation.

Shukla's stability variance was used by Krenzer et al. (1992), to

investigate forage yield stability for 18 dual purpose hard red winter wheat

cultivars in six location-year environments. This study identified three and

ten cultivars as unstable for autumn and winter forage, respectively. They

concluded that the observed stability variances adequately reflected what

was expected given the pattern of mean correlation coefficients between

pairs of cultivars.

Yue et al. (1990) examined the yield stability of ten wheat and

sorghum genotypes and nine maize genotypes using data collected from

crop performance tests conducted by the Kansas Agricultural Experiment

Station. Maize, wheat and sorghum genotypes were evaluated for two to

three years in 19, 17 and 16 environments, respectively, and each

location-year combination was considered an environment. Yue et al.

(1990) found that two maize hybrids, 7796 and 7900 (coefficient of

regression values of 1.173 and 1.200, respectively) were more adapted to

favorable environments. Hybrids 611 and 715 (coefficient of regression

values of 0.808 and 0.769, respectively) were considered more adapted

to less favorable environments. Deviation from regression values indicated

that hybrids 8805, 611 and 715 were unstable. Non-significant
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regression coefficient and deviation values established that hybrids 7990,

SX352, 1595 and B73 x Mo17 had wider adaptability and better stability

than the other genotypes in the study. Based on a Shukla stability

variance value (200.4) hybrid 611 was unstable while hybrid 715

(a2;= 162.6) was also considered unstable although its variance was non-

significant.

When Yue et al. investigated stability of ten sorghum genotypes all

regression coefficients were non-significant. However, hybrids Topaz,

Wheatland x TX2536, 40, TWO 80-D and TX3042 x TX2737 were

considered unstable based on their significant deviations from regression.

Based on Shukla's stability variance hybrid 40 was the only unstable

genotype.

Deviations from regression for wheat genotypes were all significant

except for "Scout 66". Unfortunately, Scout 66 was undesirable as a

cultivar due to its poor yield. However, based on Shukla's stability

variance "Arkan", "BH301", "Larned", "Newton", "Tam 105" and "Tam

107" were unstable while "Mustang", "BH205", "Scout 66" and "Tam

108" were stable genotypes.

Based on these results Yue et al. (1990) concluded that the

significance test for Shukla's stability variance is more conservative than

the significance test used by the Eberhart and Russell model. Results and
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conclusions concerning the relative stability of genotypes were similar

whether they used the Shukla or Eberhart and Russell method.

Fejer (1973) used Wricke's ecovalence to investigate stability

among 13 red raspberry genotypes tested over a five year period.

Ecovalence values ranged from 1.4 to 12.7. Seedling "48-26-02" ranked

third in ecovalence (2.5) and second in yield. Partially due to these

findings 48-26-02 was released and named "Festival". Festival was

reevaluated using seven years data along with 29 other red raspberry

cultivars and selections and at that time ranked second in yield and ninth

in ecovalence. Based on these findings Fejer (1973) concluded Festival

has high and reliable yield.

Leon (1991) used ecovalence to investigate rapeseed yield stability

for 22 entries in 1982-1983 and 30 entries in 1983-1984 at four

locations in western Germany. Entries of various types were used

including cultivars, mixtures of lines, Fis, SYN,Ils, F2s and F1 mixtures.

After determining that the genotype-environment interaction mean squares

were significant Leon (1991) grouped genotypes based on cultivar type to

facilitate ecovalence estimation. The lowest ecovalence values were

observed for mixtures of lines and Fis followed by Fis in pure stands,

SYN, s, F2s and finally cultivars. Although the Krukal-Wallis test did not

reveal significant differences between cultivar types all line mixtures

showed increased yield stability over pure stands.
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Gill et al. (1984) examined grain yield stability among two sets of

wheat multilines developed using three or four backcross generations from

a cross between PV18 and "Kalyansona". Set one included two

multilines, (KMSL2 and KMSL3) with their recurrent parent Kalyansona

were tested for four years in nine locations. Set two was tested in nine

locations for three years and included three multilines (PVML1, PVML2 and

PVML3) and the recurrent parent PV18. Analysis of variance revealed

significant mean squares for years, locations, years x locations,

replications within a year within locations, (replications/year/location)

genotypes, genotype x years, genotype x location and genotype x location

x year for both sets. Mean square values indicated that the interaction

between year and locations was most important while the secondary

interaction between genotypes, locations and years was least important.

The Eberhart and Russell (1966) model was used by Gill et al. (1984) to

determine which genotypes were stable. In general, regression

coefficients were near one for both parents and all multilines except

KSML3 where bi was 1.132. PV18 and Kalyansona had the highest

deviations from regression at 23.161 and 15.962, respectively, while

KSML1 was the lowest at 0.660. Based on regression coefficient values

Gill et al. (1984) considered the multilines except KSML3 to be as well

adapted as their recurrent parents. KSML3 was considered better adapted

to favorable environments. Since the deviations from regression were
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greater for the recurrent parents than for the multilines they concluded

that the multilines are more stable. Unfortunately, there were no

significance levels given for the stability parameters presented. Therefore,

it is difficult to determine how important these distinctions are or whether

they are actually genuine.

Weber and Wastermann (1994) attempted to develop a predictive

model for wheat grain yield applicable to specific locations throughout

Germany. In contrast to the finding of Gill et al., they found that the

interaction between genotype, year and location was more important than

the genotype by location interaction. Partly due to these interactions they

were unable to develop a predictive model for grain yield.

An 8x8 diallel wheat cross was used by Talukdar and Bains (1982)

to investigate genotype-environment interactions and stability across four

environments in India. They employed the Eberhart and Russell (1966)

regression model to evaluate the stability of their lines. Experimental

materials (parents, F,s and Fes) were derived from Kalyansona, "Sonalika",

"Sharbati Sonora", "Torbari 66", "E6053", "WG 357", "WG 377" and

"WG 334". Significant genotype by environment interactions were found

for days to flowering, tiller number, grains per spike, 1000-grain weight,

grain yield, peduncle length, peduncle area, spike area, flag leaf area, and

harvest index. Kalyansona, Sonalika and WG 377 exhibited stable grain

yield induced by the flexible response of 1000-grain weight and grains per
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spike over environments by these lines. Sonalika demonstrated stability

for harvest index, peduncle length and peduncle area and Kalyansona for

spike and peduncle area and WG 377 for harvest index. Cytoplasmic

effects as evidenced by differential responses between reciprocal crosses

were observed for 1000-grain weight as well as peduncle, spike and flag

leaf areas. F2 and F3 progenies from crosses between stable parents

generally maintained stable performance while progeny derived from

unstable parents were generally unstable. Significant correlations between

yield stability and 1000-grain weight, spike area, peduncle length, and leaf

area were observed with respect to the linear (b1) response. Harvest index

and 1000-grain weight were correlated with grain yield when the non-

linear (82response was considered. These findings led Talukdar and Bains

to conclude that stability performance is under genetic control.

Thirteen durum wheat cultivars were evaluated for genotype-

environment interactions and phenotypic stability at 37 locations in central

Italy by Mariani et al., (1983). Yield and protein stability was determined

using regression coefficients and their associated deviation mean squares.

Test cultivars included "Valselva", "Valgerardo", "Isa 1", "Valfiora",

"Valnova", "Creso", "Hymera", "Appulo", "Valgiorgio", "Maristella",

"Trinakria", "Capeiti" and "Cappelli". Valselva and Creso were well

adapted to high and low yielding environments while Valgerardo and

Valnova were only adapted to high yielding environments. Maristella and
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Isa 1 were best adapted to low yielding environments. With respect to

protein levels Trinakria was both high and stable while Valfiora was

adapted to favorable environments. Cappelli possessed intermediate yet

stable protein levels.

Bassett et al., (1989) examined genotype by environment

interactions in soft white winter wheat quality using the cultivars

"Lewjain", "Daws", "Nugaines" and "Stephens" grown in 63 site years.

Genotype by environment effects were significant for flour yield, cookie

diameter, percent flour protein, alkaline water retention capacity, hardness

and sedimentation. Genotype by environment variance was smaller than

genotype by year variance for all quality traits except alkaline water

retention capacity which had a non-significant genotype by year variance.

The secondary interaction between genotypes, environments and years

was also significant for all traits. Duncan's multiple range test revealed

that quality trait means for Nugaines and Lewjain were the least and most

significantly different across years, respectively. Stephens was the

highest ranking for flour yield in all but one location. Overall quality

performance of Stephens and Lewjain were excellent while Nugaines had

satisfactory performance and Daws was somewhat marginal.

Bassett et al., (1989) evaluated the responsiveness of each cultivar

using the regression technique of Eberhart and Russell (1966). Cultivars

with b > 1 and b <1 were considered more and less responsive to
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environments, respectively. Stephens manifested stability for high flour

yield while Nugaines was stable for low flour yield. Daws was

environmentally stable for small cookie diameter. Stephens was stable

and Daws was highly responsive for alkaline water retention capacity.

Overall Stephens was most stable and Lewjain was least stable for all six

quality traits measured.

Yau and Hamblin (1994) used data from wheat variety trials

conducted at eight sites in Syria and Jordan in 1986-87 to explore relative

yield as a stability measure. They concluded relative yields have three

major advantages over actual yields: /I it allows testing of numerous

entries from different experiments at the same site and year, h) equal

weight is applied to each site, and ill) relative yield removes the yield

variance across sites from consideration, allowing easy interpretation of

the genotype-environment interaction structure.

In response to the problems associated with genotype-environment

interactions Eskridge (1990) adapted Kataoka's (1963) "Safety-First Rule"

from economics and applied it to plant breeding as a selection index.

Eskridge's (1990) selection index allows the breeder to weigh stability in

relation to yield by supplying the acceptable probability level (a) of

experiencing poor yields. The breeder can calculate selection indices

based on the Safety-First Rule from four stability statistics: i) variance

across environments, h) Finley and Wilkinson's regression coefficient, iii)
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Shukla's stability variance, and iv) Eberhart and Russell's residual mean

squares about regression. Eskridge (1990) calculated index values using

yield data collected from a multi-site trial conducted by the International

Maize and Wheat Improvement Center (CIMMYT). High Kendall rank

correlations (0.84, 0.70 and 0.74) were observed between index

estimates for Shukla and Eberhart & Russell, Shukla and Finley &

Wilkinson, and Eberhart & Russell and Finley & Wilkinson stability indices,

respectively. Based on these correlations and the recommendations made

by Lin et al. (1986), Eskridge concluded that when a set of genotypes are

evaluated over diverse environments, a selection index related to Shukla's

stability variance is appropriate for ranking entries in terms of desirability.

Genotype-environment interactions are widespread and may actually

be the rule rather than exception when genotypes are tested over multiple

locations and years. The Gail and Simon (1985) test uses mean

observations and allows the researcher to determine which "Haldane" type

three interactions are significant thus warranting further consideration. If

a genotype-environment interaction is found it is appropriate to investigate

the stability of each line. As for determining the de facto most stable

genotype of any given group involving currently accepted and possible

future cultivars the Lin et al. (1986) type two statistics (a2; and w21) are

appropriate since they calculate the stability of each line in terms of the

mean response across environments. Therefore, if a genotype's yield is
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parallel to the mean response across environments it is considered stable.

Although Yue et al. (1990) found that Shukla's stability variance values

were in agreement between single and multiple year trials, using data from

a single year or experiment can lead to erroneous conclusions and

preferably two or more years should be employed.

In conclusion, genotype-environment interactions are a widespread

phenomenon in wheat and other crops and despite extensive research

involving genotype-environment interactions a simple ubiquitous method

thoroughly describing specific genotype responses to environmental

factors is unavailable. However, two approaches discussed earlier provide

insight into these complex biological patterns. Specifically, if extensive

environmental, agronomic, cultural and pathological data are available the

approach of Saulescu and Kronstad (1995) allows the breeder to link

genotype-environment interactions with their primary causes

(environmental factors like disease complexes, lodging, water availability,

temperature, etc.). However, if this data is unavailable a combination of

Shukla's stability variance (appropriate for determining the relative

stabilities) and Eskridge's selection index (to determine which genotype is

most desirable) are apropos.
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3. MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.1: Experimental Data

Experimental materials for this study were grown in replicated yield

trials of Oregon State University's wheat-breeding program during the

1989 through 1996 crop seasons. Yield trials were conducted in Oregon

at three sites, Chambers farm near Corvallis, the Barnett-Rugg farm

northeast of Pendleton, and on the Kaseberg farm in Sherman County

northwest of Moro. The average annual rainfall at each site is 1000, 400

and 250 millimeters, respectively. These sites represent the target

environment for new cultivars developed by the wheat breeding program

at Oregon State University.

The Chambers farm site represents the highest yielding

environment. The soil type is classified as a mixed fine-silty, mesic,

Cumulic Ultic Haploxeroll. The previous crop during 1989-1995 were

sugar beets however, during the 1996 season experimental plots followed

pumpkins. Seeding rate was 123.2 kg he and plot size was 6.503 m2.

Fertilizer was broadcast when plants reached Feekes stage 6 (when the

first node was detected) in early February, Feekes (1941, cited in Haun,

1973). Residual N amounts are unavailable and representative fertilizer

rates were 157.0 kg ha-1 of N, 8.4 kg ha-1 P205, 102 kg ha-1 Ks0, 54.9 kg
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ha-1 S, and 74.6 kg ha-1 of Cl. Weeds were controlled with a combined

application of Chlorsulfuron (17.5 g ha-1) and Diuron (1.3 kg a.i. ha-1) or a

single application of Metribuzin (90.5 g ha-1).

The Barnett-Rugg farm site is representative of the primary wheat

producing region in Oregon and has a coarse-silty, mixed, mesic, Typic

Haploxerollic soil. Seeding rate at this site was 100.8 kg ha-1 and plot size

was also 6.503 m2. At planting 100 kg ha-1 N and 20 kg ha-1 S was

incorporated in the form of anhydrous ammonia. At Feekes stage 7 (when

the 4th node was detected) 31.4 kg he of N, 3.5 kg ha-1 of P, and 3.5 kg

of S ha-1 were applied as liquid 18-2-0-2 when needed. In the spring,

Bromoxynil (1.41 a.i. ha-1) was applied to control weeds.

The Kaseberg site exemplifies the "dryland" wheat producing

regions of Oregon. Soil type at the Kaseberg site is a coarse-silty, mixed,

mesic, Typic Haploxerollic. The plot size at this site was 8.361 m2 and

seeding rate was 72.8 kg ha-1. Characteristically, prior to planting 60 kg

ha-1 N and 20 kg ha-1 S was incorporated in the form of anhydrous

ammonia. Weed control was accomplished using autumn applications of

Metribuzin (90.5 g ha-1) or spring applications of Bromoxynil

(1.41 a.i. ha-1).

A randomized complete block design (RCBD) with four replications

was used at all three experimental sites with the exception of the Barnett-

Rugg and Chambers sites during 1992 where three replications were used.
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Experimental plots at each site typically consisted of six, three meter long

rows spaced 14 cm apart. Prior to planting, seed was treated with the

fungicide Vitavax (active ingredients: Tetramethyl Thiuram Disulfide, and

5,6-Dihydro-2-1, 4-Oxathiin-3-Carboxamide). Depending on the year

experimental plots were planted during October and harvest took place

during July and August of each year in accordance with the standard

cultural practices of each region. Experimental plots were harvested with

a Wintersteiger plot combine and grain yields measured on a whole-plot

basis at that time. Climatic data for each cropping year and site was

recorded at nearby experiment stations and is provided in Appendix

Table 1.

Results are reported from the analysis of data collected from these

experimental plots. Since experimental plot sizes were 6.503 m2 at the

Barnett-Rugg and Chambers sites and 8.361 m2 at the Kaseberg site yield

data was transformed to a per unit area basis (kg ha') from grams plot -'

before analysis. Variance partitioning and evaluation of the genotype-

environment interaction was carried out in an analysis of variance with all

main effects and interactions considered random.

Nineteen cultivars and advanced selections were used for genotype-

environment interaction and stability analysis over the 1989-1994

seasons. These lines had been evaluated for either three (1992, 1994 and

1995) or six (1989-1994) years. Fifty-two entries where evaluated
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during the 1996 yield trial season. Entry pedigrees are presented in

Appendix Tables 2a, 2b and 2c.

Twelve lines were used in the analysis over the 1992, 1994 and

1995 yield trial seasons. These included Stephens, "Gene", "Rohde",

"Madsen", "Mac Vicar", 0R870012, 0R870082, 0R870303, 0R870337,

0R870831, 0R880172 and 0R880525. Stephens, Gene, Madsen,

Rohde, "Federation", 0R860303 and OR8500933H were chosen for

genotype-environment interaction analysis during the 1989 through 1994

seasons. During 1996 the following lines were included in the analysis:

Stephens, Gene, "Rod", Rohde, Madsen, Federation, Mac Vicar,

0R870012, 0R870082, 0R880172, 0R880525, 0R870831, 0R908369,

0R908387, 0R908394, 0R900081, 0R910042, 0R908334, 0R908361,

0R910059, 0R910171, 0R910047, 0R908395, 0R908377, 0R928085,

WA7729, 0R939515, 0R939491, 0R870337, 0R939517, 0R910132,

0R920198, 0R910039, 0R928040, 0R910043, 0R939465, 0R939493,

0R910172, 0R908323, 0R939563, 0R920196, OR910168, 0R898120,

0R939476, 0R900542, 0R939527, 0R939472, 0R939528, 0R908450,

0R880555, 0R939554 and 0R908351.

Genotype-environment and stability analysis was performed

individually for the 1992, 1994, 1995 and 1996 data. A combined

analysis was also performed using the 1992, 1994 and 1995 data and the
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1989 through 1994 data. Duncan's multiple range test was used for

mean separation and to group genotypes into collections of genotypes

which were not significantly different in yield.

3.2: Genotype-Environment Interaction Analysis.

Variance components were estimated from yield data for each year

following the generalized model:

Ye = p + Gi + Ei + (GEu) + eq

where Yu is the mean phenotypic response of the ith genotype, in the jth

environment, p is the overall population mean, G; is the effect of the ith

genotype, Ei is the effect of the jth environment, (GE);; is the interaction

effect of the ith genotype, in the jth environment and eu is the residual

error. A combined analysis over years was also performed. Analysis of

Variance (ANOVA) was conducted using the SAS (SAS Institute, 1987)

system and Agrobase/4 (Agronomix software, 1994). Agrobase provides

breeders with various measures to evaluate genotype performance using

genotype means across environments. These include but are not limited

to: cultivar performance, ecovalence, Shukla's stability variance, the Gail

and Simon crossover (type three or qualitative) interaction test, the
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Eberhart and Russell regression model, and the percent of a check. The

procedures provided in Agrobase were used for stability analysis.

Significant qualitative interactions were detected following the

method proposed by Gail and Simon (1985). This procedure uses a chi-

square test to determine if there are significant interactions between pairs

of treatments. Hence, the difference between two treatments d, in the ith

test and an estimate of the variance of the difference (621) to calculate a

weighted mean difference (dr) which is expressed as:

dx = E ck/a2,11 / Z /02;11

where i= 1 m differences. The chi-square test statistic for each

treatment pair is calculated and compared to a tabular critical chi-square

value at the appropriate level using the formula:

H =Z [(dr dx)/02/]

with m-1 df. If the test statistic is significant then the null hypothesis that

there are no interactions is rejected. To test for significant qualitative

interactions two statistics, Q+ and a are calculated. Q+ and a are the

summation of positive and negative differences, respectively, divided by

their variance (02). Mathematically Q+ and a are depicted as:

Q+ = (d/2/62i) and a z+ (di2/o2).
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The minimum of Q+ and a are then compared to critical values given in

table 1 of Gail and Simon (1984). The absence of any qualitative

interaction is the null hypothesis for the Gail-Simon test. Therefore, when

the minimum value of Q+ and a is less than the critical value from table 1

of Gail and Simon (1984) then significant qualitative interaction exists

between the two genotypes at the appropriate p-value.

3.3: Phenotypic Stability Analysis

Stability variance and the corresponding test for significance was

calculated according to Shukla (1972) using the equation:

2 '2 2a/7=a i+ 620

where 6.2, is the between environment variance of the ith genotype and ago

is the within environment variance. An F-test was used to determine

significance and is calculated using the formula.

F x'2;/620

This F-value is compared to the tabular F-value from a standard F

distribution at the 0.05 and 0.01 significance levels. The appropriate

degrees of freedom (df), where s is the number of environments, t the

number of genotypes and r the number of replications is (s-1) df for the

numerator and stir -1) df for the denominator. A stable genotype is
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defined as having a variance (a2;) equal to zero while relative instability

increases as ce, increases. This statistic also facilitates the use of location

means as covariates. If a previously unstable genotype, becomes stable

after the location mean is used as a covariate the previous instability can

be attributed to the linear effect of location.

Ecovalence (w21) was calculated according to Wricke (1962) using

the formula:

2/
2/ Xi 4 )

i=1

where q is the number of environments, Xe is the phenotypic mean value

of genotype i in environment j and X.. XL X.1 represent the overall mean

and marginal means of genotype i and environment j, respectively. The

resulting w21 values are genotype-environment interaction effect estimates,

squared and summed across environments. Ecovalence measures the

contribution of each genotype to the overall genotype-environment

interaction sums of squares therefore, genotypes with lower w21 values are

considered more stable. The distribution of ecovalence is unknown, hence

no significance test is available unless test lines can be grouped into

biologically meaningful assemblages of genotypes in which case

differences between groups can be tested (Leon, 1991).

Linear regression followed the Eberhart and Russell (1966) model

which includes the coefficient of regression (b,) as a measure of
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adaptability and deviation mean squares from regression (82) as a measure

of stability. The coefficient of regression was calculated using the

following formula.

E (xeA._R;-1-R)(R4-x)
= 1 +

E (5(7_502

The corresponding deviation from regression is calculated with the

formula,

82i E xi _xi+ 50 (xi-R)2 (bi- 1)2 E (5(4-502

where Xi; is the phenotypic mean value of genotype i in environment j and

X.., Xi. and X, represent the overall mean and marginal means of

genotype i and environment j, respectively. This method regresses the

observed yield values on environmental indices and calculates the residual

mean square of the deviation from linearity. The environmental indices are

calculated as the difference between the marginal mean of the

environments and the overall mean. According to Eberhart and Russell

(1966) both b, and 62; define a genotype's general adaptability to specific

environments. Yue et al. (1990) describe the regression coefficient as the

linear response or adaptability of a genotype to the environments tested.

Genotypes with slopes above or below one are considered well adapted to
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high or low yielding environments, respectively. Moreover, the deviation

from regression reflects the predictability of that response and is

interpreted as a genotypes stability. Therefore, genotypes with slopes

near one and small deviations from the regression line are considered

stable while genotypes combining these characteristics with high mean

yield are considered well adapted and stable.

Cultivar performance was calculated according to Lin and Binns

(1988). The following formula is used to calculate cultivar performance.

Pi = (XeM/)2 / 2n ,

J =1

where Xu is the phenotypic value of genotype i in environment j, n is the

number of environments and M; is the maximum response among all test

lines at the jth location. Genotypes with small P, values are considered

superior in performance and no significance test is applied to 13; values.

The growth simulation model MODWht was used to calculate

simulated check yield for each environment in 1992, 1994 and 1995.

This "check" yield can be considered an estimate of the potential grain

yield at each environment. Relative yield was calculated for each test

entry using simulated yield as a reference.

Based on observed mean yield patterns, differences between

Stephens and Madsen and each of the other genotypes in the 1992, 1994

and 1995 trials were calculated. To investigate possible causes for the
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observed pattern Pearson correlation coefficients using these differences

and climatological data (as environmental indices) was calculated.

Selection indices based on the Safety-First Rule (Eskridge, 1990)

were calculated using Shukla's stability variance for the combined analysis

(1992, 1994 and 1995 seasons). Acceptable probability levels (a = 0.05,

0.01, and 0.001) of suffering unproductive yields were chosen and the

following generalized formula used to calculate selection indices

Z (V1)112

where V, is the mean yield for genotype i across environments, Z (1,, is

the (1-a) percentile from a standard normal distribution, and V; is the

preferred stability measure for genotype i. Since stability is measured in

terms of variance, genotypes with larger selection index values are

preferred.
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4. RESULTS & DISCUSSION

Experimental results are grouped based on the year in which the

experiment was conducted. Results will emphasize the first group

involving 1992, 1994 and 1995, with both individual and combined

analysis. A second group will involve analysis of data collected during the

1989-1994 yield trial seasons. The third and final group involves data

collected only during the 1996 season.

4.1: Performance Based on Mean Yields

Information is presented for mean yield performance on each line

overall and in each year (Tables 1-5, Figure 1 and Appendix Figures 1 and

2). Mean separation based on Duncan's multiple range test (alpha equal to

0.05) for yield is also provided in Tables 1-5. Entries have been grouped

into collections of genotypes which are not significantly different in yield.

Mean yield values (kg ha-1) are presented in Tables 1, 2 and 3 for 1992,

1994 and 1995, respectively. Table 4 displays mean yield values for the

combined analysis over the 1992, 1994 and 1995 cropping seasons.

Mean yield values from data collected in 1996 are presented in Table 5.

Mean yield for the combined 1989-1994 seasons are presented in



Table 1. Mean yield' (kg ha-1) and standard errors for each entry in each location during the 1992 yield trial
season.

Location
Experimental Chambers Kaseberg Barnett-Rugg

Material* Yield** Sd Yield** Sd Yield** Sd
Stephens ab 7586.1 d 473.4 5590.5 bcde 460.2 6600.7 ebc 753.0
Rohde c 7717.6a 1075.1 6050.0 abc 154.2 3285.4 d 138.0
Madsen a 8886.3 abcd 976.8 5112.6 de 131.2 7483.6 ab 527.7
MacVicar ab 8363.9 bcd 472.7 5777.7 abcde 1.5 6920.6 ab 703.1
Gene a 9877.3 abc 450.4 6080.7 abc 145.0 8235.8 a 532.7
OR870012 a 10443.0 a 122.5 6196.5 ab 35.3 7036.8 ab 234.2
OR870082 ab 10023.1 abc 274.0 6073.8 abc 302.2 6534.4 ab. 751.0
OR870303 ab 8623.5 bcd 321.4 4950.7 e 323.7 4991.8 be 456.1
0R870337 ab 9635.7 abc 366.5 5934.1 abcd 653.6 5127.2 be 1102.3
0R870831 ab 9666.8 abc 230.2 6590.08 336.7 7686.8 ab 441.6
OR880172 b 10205.0 ab 579.7 5223.1 ode 59.1 6214.5 be 849.5
0R880525 c 8588.6 bcd 1444.8 5057.4 de 43.7 6209.1 be 284.8

* Yields with the same letter are not significantly different over locations (within columns).
** Entries with the same letter are not significantly different at each location (within columns).
t Duncan's Multiple Range test was used for Mean separation.



Table 2. Mean yields' (kg ha-1) and standard errors for each entry in each location during the 1994 yield trial
season.

Experimental
Material*

Location
Chambers Kaseberg Barnett-Rugg

Yield** Sd Yield** Sd Yield** Sd
Stephens bcd 7427.3 be 421.9 7760.6 ab 274.0 7252.4 ab 112.6
Rohde. 3563.9 a 156.6 7061.4 .bcd 456.9 6840.8 b 894.1
Madsen bcd 8714.8 .b 169.8 6858.1 bcd 302.1 6812.4 b 176.2
MacVicar d 6213.0 c 1408.2 7612.5 abc 263.0 7953.1 a 222.0
Gene a 10193.4 a 526.1 7797.0 ab 314.6 6743.8 b 204.5
OR870012 at, 10263.5 . 226.4 7194.1 abc 334.4 7121.6.b 171.3
OR870082 abc 8791.5 ab 665.6 7931.6. 336.3 7306.8 ab 114.8
OR870303 abcd 9708.9 . 363.0 6695.5 cd 172.3 6695.5 b 109.1
OR870337 abcd 8762.4 ab 779.0 7403.5 abc 365.0 6556.2 b 271.8
OR870831 abcd 8849.1 ab 466.6 7645.5 abc 238.8 7058.7 ab 362.5
0R880172 d 10184.9 a 616.6 4425.7 a 381.3 6789.8 b 76.7
OR880525 abcd 8798.0 ab 338.2 7413.5 abc 487.6 7191.8.b 154.5

* Yields with the same letter are not significantly different over locations (within columns).
** Entries with the same letter are not significantly different at each location (within columns).t Duncan's Multiple Range test was used for Mean separation.



Table 3. Mean yields' (kg ha-1) and standard errors for each entry in each location during the 1995 yield trial
season.

Experimental
Material*

Location
Chambers Kaseberg Barnett-Rugg

Yield** Sd Yield** Sd Yield** Sd
Stephens ab 5460.9 ab 687.2 7760.9 abc 274.0 6936.3 abc 725.8
Rohde c 3729.2 c 791.8 7061.4 bcd 456.9 3923.6 d 238.3
Madsen a 6993.9 a 155.3 6858.1 cd 302.1 8518.1 a 349.8
MacVicar ab 5070.0 be 938.2 7612.5 abcd 263.0 8180.9 a 457.5
Gene a 6166.2 ab 663.9 7797.0 abc 314.6 7855.3 ab 221.9
OR870012 a 6248.3 ab 578.2 8077.8 a 128.2 7989.9 ab 506.8
OR870082 ab 6252.9 ab 407.5 7194.1 abcd 334.4 8174.4 a 85.2
OR870303 ab 5493.8 ab 580.3 7931.6 ab 336.3 7217.5 ab 592.9
OR870337 ab 7008.8 a 444.6 6695.5 a 172.3 7900.2 ab 235.1
OR870831 ab 6202.2 ab 753.0 7403.5 abcd 365.0 7802.0 ab 146.5
OR880172 b 5231.1 be 258.4 7645.5 abcd 238.8 6388.6 be 1026.3
OR880525 b 6433.1 ab 620.1 4425.7 a 381.3 5439.4 c 617.3

* Yields with the same letter are not significantly different over locations (within columns).
** Entries with the same letter are not significantly different at each location (within columns.
t Duncan's Multiple Range test was used for Mean separation.



Table 4. Mean yields (kg ha-1) for each entry combining locations (3) and years (3) into nine environments.

Experimental
Material'

Environment-
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9Stephens de 7575.0 4350.8 6591.1 7416.5 6040.0 7241.8 5452.9 6040.0 6926.3

Rohde f 7706.4 4708.4 3280.6 3558.7 5495.5 6830.9 3723.7 5495.5 3917.9
Madsen abc 8873.3 3978.9 7472.8 8702.1 5337.3 6802.5 6983.7 5337.3 8505.7
MacVicar cde 8351.7 4496.5 6910.6 6203.9 5924.5 7941.5 5062.7 5924.5 8169.0
Gene a 9863.0 4732.3 8223.8 10178.5 6068.0 6734.0 6157.2 6068.0 7843.9
OR870012 a 10427.9 4822.4 7026.6 10248.6 5598.8 7111.2 6239.2 6286.5 7978.3
OR870082 ab 10008.5 4726.9 6524.9 8778.7 6172.8 7296.2 6243.8 5598.8 8162.5
OR870303 de 8611.0 3852.9 4984.5 9694.8 5210.8 6685.7 5485.9 6172.8 7207.0
OR870337 bcd 9621.7 4618.3 5119.7 8749.6 5761.8 6546.7 6998.6 5210.8 7888.7
OR870831 ab 9652.7 5128.7 7176.3 8836.2 5950.1 7048.4 6193.2 5761.8 7790.6
OR880172 cde 10190.8 4064.9 6205.5 10170.1 3444.3 6780.0 5223.5 5950.1 6379.4
OR880525 e 8576.1 3935.9 6200.1 8785.3 5769.5 7181.3 6423.8 3444.3 5431.5

* Yields with the same letter are not significantly different across environments (Duncan's Multiple Range test).
** Each environment consists of a year-location combination. Environments 1-3, 4-6 and 7-9 pertain to the

1992, 1994 and 1995 seasons, respectively. Each year involves three locations in the following order:
Chambers, Kaseberg and Barnett-Ruggs.



Table 5. Mean yields- (kg ha-1) for each entry in each location during the 1996 yield trial season.

Experimental Location*
Material Chambers Kaseberg Barnett-Rugg

Rohde
Rod
908369
908387
880172
908394
900081
910042
908334
880525
908361
Madsen
910059
910171
910047
908395
908377
928085
WA7729
939515
939491
870337
939517
Federation

8636.07 KEJBIDHGCFL
7582.94 KNML
9939.73 A
9120.24 EBDHAGCF
8219.04 KEJIHMGFL
7559.54 KNML

9934.74 A
8714.34 KEJBIDHAGCFL
8198.32 KEJIHMGFL
7773.23 KJNIML
8642.59 KEJBIDHGCFL
8286.56 KEJIHMGFL
9605.958A c
9321.28 EBDACF
7502.37 ""L
8129.65 KjIHMGFL
9727.95 B A
8913.07 EJBIDHAGCF

8258.17 KEJIHMGFL

6769.59 "
9229.97 EBDAGCF

9438.68 EBDAC
8037.95 KJIHMGL
9394.94 EBDAC

2959.90 '
8974.84 EJBIDHAGCF
9381.51 EBDHAGCF

9336.63 EBDHAGCF
9119.86 EBIDHAGCF
9892.93 B A C
7497.00 KJNLOM

KJNILOM7708.78
EBIDHAGCF9097.23
EBDHAGCF9338.54
KJNIHLGFM7981.56
K EJ B ID H LG C FM8616.51
06342.58
KJNLOM7531.53
KJNIHLGM7909.81
KEJBIDHLGCF8700.91
KEJIDHLGEM8219.04
KEJBIDHLGC8651.03
KJNIHLM7855.72
EBDACF9504.28
EJBIDHAGCF8966.40
EBDAC9661.58
KEJBIDHLGCF8712.04
KEJIDHLGCFM8448.85

2461.91 G
7901.76 EBDACF
7508.51 EBDACF
7953.93 EBDACF

8024.91 EBDACF
7919.79 EBDACF

6978.68 EBDACF
7142.89 EBDACF
8473.40 BA
7910.20 EBDACF
6773.43 E D F
6985.97 EBDACF

6497.96 F
6680.20 BF
7187.39 EBDACF

BDAC8409.72
EBDACF8011.87
EBDACF7888.71
EBDACF7348.91
EBDAC8228.63
BDAC8382.48
EBDACF7786.28
EBDACF7303.26
F6517.91

* Entries with the same letter are not significantly different at each location (within columns.
** Duncan's Multiple Range test was used for Mean separation.



Table 5. Continued-.

Experimental Location`
Material Chambers

910132 9640.10 BAc
920198 9539.96 BDAC

910039 9004.38 "'"""
928040 7520.79 "L
910043 8181.06 K"'"DFL
939465 8462.28 KE'"""`
939493 9404.92 "D"
870831 8342.96 KEJI"mDFL
910172 9010.52 EBIDHAGCF

908323 9095.69 Ertoti A G cr

939563 8622.64 KEJBIDHccFL
920196 9080.34 'HAD"
MacVicar 8274.67 KE-IIHMDFL
870012 8425.06 KEjIDHMDDFL
910168 8797.59 KEJBIDHAGCF

898120 8221.73 KEJIH"FL
939476 8601.16 KE"'"D"L
900542 8316.87 ""HM'
939527 7782.82 KJNIML
939472 8126.19 "'BF`
870082 8644.13 KEJBIDHGCFL

939528 8313.42 """B'

Kaseberg
6716.65 "
7126.01 NOM
7421.04 "L"
8704.36 KEJBIDHLGCF
8745.90 KEJBIDHLGCF
8255.49 KEJIDHLGFM

7251.85 "-Dm
8924.20 KEJBIDHAGCF
9064.23 EBIDHAGCF

8758.07 KEJBIDHLGCF
8768.82 KEJBIDHLGCF
7368.48 " L ° M

10016.85 BA
9552.62 "DAD
7662.36 KJNILOM
7289.44 "L"
8567.78 KEJBIOHLGCFM
8735.06 KEJBIDHLGCF

9148.64 EBIDHAGCF

10309.19 A
9080.73 EBIDHAGCF
9396.48 EBDAGCF

Barnett-Rugg
7537.67 EBDACF

6934.18 EBDACF
6765.37 EDF
6905.02 EBDACF
7312.85 EBDACF

6838.27 EBDCF
6777.65 EDF
7818.89 EBDACF
7970.43 EBDACF

6798.37 ""
7336.63 EBDACF

8138.47 EBDACF
7355.05 EBDACF

8403.58 "AC
7346.61 EBDACF
7344.69 "DA"
7181.25 EBDACF

8499.11 BA
7977.72 EBDACF
7991.53 EBDACF

8058.67 EBDACF
8421.99 BDAC

* Entries with the same letter are not significantly different at each location (within columns).
** Duncan's Multiple Range test was used for Mean separation.



Table 5. Continued.

Experimental Location'
Material Chambers Kaseberg Barnett-Rugg

Stephens
Gene
908450
880555
939554
908351

8696.31 KEJBIDHGCFL

8642.21 KEJBIDHGCFL
7887.95 KJNIHML

7699.19 ""`
7240.34 "M
8229.01 KEJIHMGFL

9618.23 EBDAc
9474.36 EBDACF
9292.89 EBDHAGCF

9717.21 BDAC
8124.66 KEJNIHLGFM
9490.09 EBDACF

8451.53 8"
7640.10 EBDACF
7685.76 "DA"
8552.82 A
6994.80 EBDACF
8138.47 EBDACF

* Entries with the same letter are not significantly different at each location (within columns).
** Duncan's Multiple Range test was used for Mean separation.
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Figure 1. Mean yields (kg/ha) for each line during 1992, 1994, and 1995. Each entry
is summed over locations and years.
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Appendix Table 3. Figure 1, displays overall mean yields (kg/ha) for each

entry during the 1992, 1994 and 1995 seasons. Error bars denote the

standard error associated with each mean value. Appendix Figures 1 and

2 display mean yields (kg/ha) for each location and year, respectively, for

1992, 1994 and 1995. As expected, the Chambers and Kaseberg sites

were the highest and lowest yielding of the three sites, respectively

(Appendix Figure 1). When entry mean yields are examined it is evident

that Rohde is significantly lower yielding than the other entries, however

no other differences are obvious (Figure 1).

Mean performance across locations is considered as a measure of

stability. To explore mean performance as a stability index, graphs of

mean yield values across locations for the 1992, 1994 and 1995 yield trial

seasons are presented in Figures 2-6. Rank orders based on mean yields

are shown in Figure 2 for entries summed over the 1992, 1994 and 1995

seasons. Based on these rank orders most of the genotypes responded as

expected and were highest yielding at the Chambers site and lowest

yielding at the Kaseberg site (Figure 3). However, Rohde and Mac Vicar

(the lowest yielding lines at Chambers) did not conform to what was

expected and yielded higher at the Kaseberg and Barnett-Rugg sites,

respectively (Figure 4). Rank orders showed that Stephens and Mac Vicar,
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Figure 2. Rank orders for the twelve genotypes with mean yield in kg/ha
for 1992, 1994, and 1995. Rankings are determined by summing
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Figure 3. Lines with the highest yields at Chambers based on mean
yields from the 1992, '94, and '95 yield trial seasons.
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and 0R880525 and 0R880172 exhibited the largest type three interaction

(Figure 5). Based solely on mean yield during 1992, 1994 and 1995 at

the three experimental sites Stephens and Rohde are considered the most

stable lines (Figure 6).

Based on the evidence provided by rank orders the Gail and Simon

test was used to determine significant qualitative interactions (Gail and

Simon, 1985). Graphs displaying significant qualitative interactions for

the combined analysis of the 1992, 1994 and 1995 yield trial seasons are

presented in Figures 7-9. Based on this test, five, four, and two

genotypes showed significant qualitative interactions with Stephens and

Madsen (Figure 7), Mac Vicar (Figure 8), and Rohde (Figure 9),

respectively.

MODWht simulated check yields for each year (1992, 1994 and

1995) are presented in Table 6 along with the actual and corresponding

relative yields. Relative yield is calculated using actual yield as a percent

of the MODWht simulated yield. During 1992, 1994 and 1995 at the

Chambers and Kaseberg sites actual yields generally outperformed those

predicted by MODWht. Actual yields at the Chambers site were superior

to simulated yields, except for Rohde. At the Kaseberg site only

0R880172 and 0R880525 failed to out yield the MODWht simulated

check. During this same period, actual yields at the Barnett-Rugg site fell
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Figure 7. Significant qualitative interactions with Stephens. Line OR870337 significant at:
0.05<P-value>0.025. Madsen, OR880525 and OR870303 at: 0.001<P>0.025
and OR880172 at P<0.001.
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Table 6. MODWht simulated check yield, actual yield and relative yield
for each genotype during the 1992, 1994 and 1995 yield trial
seasons.

Year Location
Genotype
Number

MODWht Check
Yield (bu/ac)

Mean yield
(bu/ac)

Relative yield
(% MODWht check)

1992 Chambers 1 81.9 112.74 137.7
1992 Chambers 2 81.9 114.70 140.0
1992 Chambers 3 81.9 132.06 161.2
1992 Chambers 4 81.9 124.30 151.8
1992 Chambers 5 81.9 146.79 179.2
1992 Chambers 6 81.9 155.20 189.5
1992 Chambers 7 81.9 148.96 181.9
1992 Chambers 8 81.9 128.16 156.5
1992 Chambers 9 81.9 143.20 174.8
1992 Chambers 10 81.9 143.66 175.4
1992 Chambers 11 81.9 151.67 185.2
1992 Chambers 12 81.9 127.64 155.8
1992 Kaseberg 1 52.2 64.75 124.0
1992 Kaseberg 2 52.2 70.08 134.2
1992 Kaseberg 3 52.2 59.22 113.4
1992 Kaseberg 4 52.2 66.92 128.2
1992 Kaseberg 5 52.2 70.43 134.9
1992 Kaseberg 6 52.2 71.77 137.5
1992 Kaseberg 7 52.2 70.35 134.8
1992 Kaseberg 8 52.2 57.34 109.9
1992 Kaseberg 9 52.2 68.73 131.7
1992 Kaseberg 10 52.2 76.33 146.2
1992 Kaseberg 11 52.2 60.50 115.9
1992 Kaseberg 12 52.2 58.58 112.2
1992 Barnett-Rugg 1 175.3 98.10 56.0
1992 Barnett-Rugg 2 175.3 48.83 27.9
1992 Barnett-Rugg 3 175.3 111.22 63.4
1992 Barnett-Rugg 4 175.3 102.85 58.7
1992 Barnett-Rugg 5 175.3 122.40 69.8
1992 Barnett-Rugg 6 175.3 104.58 59.7
1992 Barnett-Rugg 7 175.3 97.11 55.4
1992 Barnett-Rugg 8 175.3 74.19 42.3
1992 Barnett-Rugg 9 175.3 76.20 43.5
1992 Barnett-Rugg 10 175.3 106.81 60.9
1992 Barnett-Rugg 11 175.3 92.36 52.7
1992 Barnett-Rugg 12 175.3 92.28 52.6
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Table 6. Continued.

Year Location
Genotype MODWht Check
Number Yield (bu/ac)

Mean yield
(bu/ac)

Relative yield
( % MODWht check)

1994 Chambers 1 80.0 110.38 138.0
1994 Chambers 2 80.0 52.96 66.2
1994 Chambers 3 80.0 129.52 161.9
1994 Chambers 4 80.0 92.33 115.4
1994 Chambers 5 80.0 151.49 189.4
1994 Chambers 6 80.0 152.53 190.7
1994 Chambers 7 80.0 130.66 163.3
1994 Chambers 8 80.0 144.29 180.4
1994 Chambers 9 80.0 130.22 162.8
1994 Chambers 10 80.0 131.51 164.4
1994 Chambers 11 80.0 151.36 189.2
1994 Chambers 12 80.0 130.75 163.4
1994 Kaseberg 1 51.6 89.89 174.2
1994 Kaseberg 2 51.6 81.79 158.5
1994 Kaseberg 3 51.6 79.44 153.9
1994 Kaseberg 4 51.6 88.17 170.9
1994 Kaseberg 5 51.6 90.31 175.0
1994 Kaseberg 6 51.6 83.33 161.5
1994 Kaseberg 7 51.6 91.87 178.0
1994 Kaseberg 8 51.6 77.55 150.3
1994 Kaseberg 9 51.6 85.75 166.2
1994 Kaseberg 10 51.6 88.56 171.6
1994 Kaseberg 11 51.6 51.26 99.3
1994 Kaseberg 12 51.6 85.87 166.4
1994 Barnett-Rugg 1 172.9 107.78 62.3
1994 Barnett-Rugg 2 172.9 101.67 58.8
1994 Barnett-Rugg 3 172.9 101.24 58.6
1994 Barnett-Rugg 4 172.9 118.20 68.4
1994 Barnett-Rugg 5 172.9 100.22 58.0
1994 Barnett-Rugg 6 172.9 105.84 61.2
1994 Barnett-Rugg 7 172.9 108.59 62.8
1994 Barnett-Rugg 8 172.9 99.50 57.6
1994 Barnett-Rugg 9 172.9 97.44 56.4
1994 Barnett-Rugg 10 172.9 104.90 60.7
1994 Barnett-Rugg 11 172.9 100.91 58.4
1994 Barnett-Rugg 12 172.9 106.88 61.8
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Table 6. Continued.

Year Location
Genotype MODWht Check
Number Yield (bu/ac)

Mean yield
(bu/ac)

Relative yield
(% MODWht check)

1995 Chambers 1 45.1 81.16 179.9
1995 Chambers 2 45.1 55.42 122.9
1995 Chambers 3 45.1 103.94 230.5
1995 Chambers 4 45.1 75.35 167.1
1995 Chambers 5 45.1 91.64 203.2
1995 Chambers 6 45.1 92.86 205.9
1995 Chambers 7 45.1 92.93 206.0
1995 Chambers 8 45.1 81.65 181.0
1995 Chambers 9 45.1 104.16 231.0
1995 Chambers 10 45.1 92.17 204.4
1995 Chambers 11 45.1 77.74 172.4
1995 Chambers 12 45.1 95.61 212.0
1995 Kaseberg 1 51.7 89.89 173.9
1995 Kaseberg 2 51.7 81.79 158.2
1995 Kaseberg 3 51.7 79.44 153.6
1995 Kaseberg 4 51.7 88.17 170.6
1995 Kaseberg 5 51.7 90.31 174.7
1995 Kaseberg 6 51.7 93.56 181.0
1995 Kaseberg 7 51.7 83.33 161.2
1995 Kaseberg 8 51.7 91.87 177.7
1995 Kaseberg 9 51.7 77.55 150.0
1995 Kaseberg 10 51.7 85.75 165.9
1995 Kaseberg 11 51.7 88.56 171.3
1995 Kaseberg 12 51.7 51.26 99.2
1995 Barnett-Rugg 1 172.4 103.08 59.8
1995 Barnett-Rugg 2 172.4 58.31 33.8
1995 Barnett-Rugg 3 172.4 126.59 73.4
1995 Barnett-Rugg 4 172.4 121.58 70.5
1995 Barnett-Rugg 5 172.4 116.74 67.7
1995 Barnett-Rugg 6 172.4 118.74 68.9
1995 Barnett-Rugg 7 172.4 121.48 70.5
1995 Barnett-Rugg 8 172.4 107.26 62.2
1995 Barnett-Rugg 9 172.4 117.41 68.1
1995 Barnett-Rugg 10 172.4 115.95 67.3
1995 Barnett-Rugg 11 172.4 94.94 55.1
1995 Barnett-Rugg 12 172.4 80.84 46.9
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short of those predicted by the simulation model. During the 1995 crop

season actual yields were as much as 231 % higher than their simulated

yield counterparts. This is due to an uncommonly low simulated yield

calculated for the Chambers site during 1995. Combined relative yields

for each genotype over locations and years and across locations are given

in Table 7 and Appendix Table 4, respectively. During the 1992 season

Gene and Stephens out yielded the simulated check by the largest

(183.5%) and smallest (146.3%) margins, respectively. Rohde failed to

equal the yield of the simulated check during 1992 while OR880525 had

the maximum relative yield value of 163.4%. During 1995 Rohde again

had the lowest relative yield but Madsen and OR870012 (having similar

values) had the highest. Based on a combined analysis over locations and

years (1992, 1994 and 1995) relative yields indicated that OR870012 and

Gene 139.5% and 139.1%, respectively, were superior in terms of out

yielding the MODWht simulated check. Rohde with the lowest (100.1%)

relative yield was barely able to beat the simulated check. The rest of the

genotypes fell between 0R870012 and Rohde but all of the genotypes

succeeded in out yielding the MODWht simulated check.

ModWht simulated check estimates accurately reflected yield

potential at the Barnett-Ruggs site. Unfortunately, that was not the case

for either the Kaseberg or Chambers sites where the model significantly



Table 7. Relative yield percentages based on the MODWht simulated
yields combined over the 1992, 1994 and 1995 yield trial
seasons.

Entry
Number Genotype

Relative
Yield

1 Stephens 122.9
2 Rohde 100.1
3 Madsen 130.0
4 Mac Vicar 122.4
5 Gene 139.1
6 0R870012 139.5
7 0R870082 134.9
8 0R870303 124.2
9 0R870337 131.6
10 0R870831 135.2
11 0R880172 122.2
12 0R880525 118.9

57
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under estimated the yield potential of the environment. Therefore, this

model may only be appropriate for locations comparable to the Barnett-

Ruggs site.

Under the conditions of this experiment during the 1992, 1994 and

1995 seasons mean yield values indicate that Rohde is the most

phenotypically stable line. However, this line is unacceptable in terms of

yield potential. The other lines, excluding Stephens and Mac Vicar, were

similar in yield; although, they also seem relatively unstable based on

mean yield alone. Stephens and Mac Vicar appear more stable than the

other lines (except Rohde) but this is due to a lack of yield expression at

the Chambers site which will be discussed later. Plotting mean yields

indicated that most genotypes were better adapted to lower yielding

environments (Barnett-Ruggs and Kaseberg sites). However, as discussed

later, OR880172 and OR880525, were cosmopolitan in their adaptation

based on parallel responses to maximum yields. Based on mean yields

alone a breeder might choose Gene and OR870012 for release and

conduct further studies on most of the other lines.

4.2: Genotype Environment Interaction Analysis

Observed mean squares for the 1992 yield trial season at the

Chambers, Barnett-Rugg and Kaseberg sites are given in Appendix Tables
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5a and 5b. The R2 value was 85.46% and the coefficient of variation was

13.49 suggesting a good fit for the general linear model. Mean yield for

1992 was 6627.5 kg ha-1. F-tests for locations, blocks within locations,

and genotypes were all significant establishing significant differences

existed between individual blocks, locations, and genotypes. The F-test

for the genotype x location interaction is highly significant indicating

differences among genotypes exist in different environments.

Observed mean squares for the 1994 yield trial season at the

Chambers, Barnett-Rugg and Kaseberg sites are given in Appendix Tables

6a and 6b. The R2 value (83.63%) and the coefficient of variation (10.16)

suggest a good fit for the general linear model used. The overall mean

yield for this trial was 7008.2 kg ha-1. The F-tests for locations, blocks

within locations, and genotypes were all highly significant establishing that

significant differences existed between blocks, locations, and genotypes.

The F-test for the genotype x location interaction was highly significant

establishing that different genotypes responded differentially in different

environments.

Observed mean squares for the 1995 yield trial season at the

Chambers, Barnett-Rugg and Kaseberg sites are given in Appendix Tables

7a and 7b. The R2 value of 75.32% and coefficient of variation of 13.35

suggests there was a good fit of the general linear model used. It was

also determined the mean yield was 6213.3 kg ha-1. F-tests for locations,
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blocks within locations, and genotypes were all highly significant

establishing that significant differences existed between blocks, locations,

and genotypes. The F-test for the genotype x location interaction was

also highly significant confirming that genotypes responded differentially

to the three environments during 1995.

Observed mean squares for the combined analysis over years at the

Chambers, Barnett-Rugg and Kaseberg sites for 1992, 1994 and 1995 are

given in Appendix Tables 8a and 8b. The R2 value was 77.80% and the

coefficient of variation was 13.54 suggesting an acceptable fit for the

general linear model used. A residual plot from the SAS GLM procedure

for this analysis is provided in Appendix Figure 3 (see Appendix). Mean

yield for the combined analysis was 6616.4 kg ha"'. F-tests for locations,

blocks within locations, genotypes, years, and genotype x location x years

were all highly significant therefore, significant differences existed

between blocks, locations, genotypes and years. The significant

secondary interaction, genotype x location x years, indicates that each

given genotype's response pattern changed over locations and years. The

F-test for the genotype x location interaction was also highly significant

confirming that different genotypes did respond differentially across

different environments for the combined analysis.

Observed mean squares for the 1996 yield trial season at the

Chambers, Barnett-Rugg and Kaseberg sites are given in Appendix Tables
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9a and 9b. The R2 value was equal to 72.20 % and the coefficient of

variation was 10.27 suggesting there was a good fit for the general linear

model. Mean yields at the Chambers, Kaseberg and Barnett-Ruggs sites

were 8552.72, 8519.05 and 7489.54 kg ha-1, respectively (Table 5). The

F-tests for locations, blocks within locations, and genotypes were all

highly significant revealing that significant differences existed between

blocks, locations, and genotypes. The genotype x location interaction F-

test was also highly significant establishing that different genotypes

responded differentially to the three environments during 1996 as well.

4.3: Phenotypic Stability

Phenotypic stability based on mean yields provide an intuitively

satisfying interpretation for the effect of genotype-environment

interactions on a given set of genotypes. However, when mean yield is

weighed independently of trial variances then conclusions may be suspect.

On the other hand, numerous variance based stability parameters have

been developed to estimate stability. Although stability estimates based

on stability variance parameters may be less intuitively appealing they are

more informative.
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4.3.1: Stability of Lines Tested in Group I

Results of the stability analysis involving the 1992 yield trials are

summarized in Table 8. In terms of cultivar superiority, both Rohde and

0R870303 differed significantly from the maximum response at p-value =

0.01 and 0.05, respectively. The rest of the differences among genotypes

were not significant. Nonetheless, the relative values are still important

for ranking genotypes in terms of their stability performance. Since

genotypes with the lowest P, values tend to have higher yields and be

more stable, Gene with a Pi value of 5.96 was the most superior genotype

in this trial. The rest of the genotypes fall into the following order from

the most to the least superior: 0R870012, 0R870831, 0R870082,

Madsen, 0R880172, Mac Vicar, 0R880525, 0R870337, and Stephens.

In terms of ecovalence two advanced breeding lines, 0R870831

and 0R880525, were most stable in 1992 with ecovalence values under

ten (Table 8). Five genotypes, 0R870012, 0R870082, 0R880172,

0R870303, and Mac Vicar had ecovalences under one hundred while four

genotypes had ecovalences between one and two hundred (0R870337,

Stephens, Gene and Madsen). Rohde, with an ecovalence in excess of

four hundred was the least stable genotype.

Shukla's stability variance indicated that two advanced breeding

lines, 0R870831 and 0R880525, were the most stable genotypes in
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Table 8. Stability parameter values for the 1992 yield trial season.

Genotype Entry Shukla (coy) Shukla Ecovalencet Superiority (P1)
Stephens 1 188.8976 314.1067* 139.5740 142.7185
Rohde 2 1595.684 951.7090* * 405.2416 400.4576* *
Madsen 3 536.9015 262.2087 117.9498 53.7491
MacVicar 4 155.0066 150.4380 71.3787 80.4730
Gene 5 468.7296 234.6798 106.4795 5.9625
0R870012 6 -29.0225 59.9162 33.6613 19.0932
0R870082 7 -7.2882 28.9641 20.7646 40.2670
0R870303 8 108.6805 51.3055 30.0735 192.7954*
0R870337 9 496.8773 267.8776 120.3119 131.8967
0R870831 10 -14.5540 -10.6579 4.2554 21.2372
0R880172 11 -8.0571 193.6013 89.3634 65.7390
0R880525 12 11.9139 0.3599 8.8462 111.8131

*, ** Significant at the 0.01 and 0.05 levels, respectively.
t No significance test is available for Ecovalence.
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1992 with zero and 0.36 stability variances, respectively (Table 8). Three

genotypes, 0R870012, 0R870082, and 0R870303 had stability

variances under one hundred. Six genotypes, 0R880172, 0R870337,

Stephens, Gene, Madsen, and Mac Vicar had stability variances between

one hundred-fifty and three hundred-fifteen. Rohde, was the least stable

genotype with a stability variance in excess of nine hundred-fifty. When

location mean was used as a covariate, stability variances are adjusted

according to the mean location responses. With location means used as

covariates there were four genotypes 0R870012, 0R870082,

0R870831, and 0R880172, with stability variances of zero (Table 8).

One genotype, 0R880525, with a stability variance of just under twelve is

also considered stable. Mac Vicar, Stephens, and 0R870303 were the

next most stable with stability variances in the one to two hundred range.

Gene and OR870337 were in the range of four to five hundred while

Madsen was in excess of five hundred-thirty. Rohde was by far the least

stable genotype with a stability variance close to sixteen hundred.

Results from the Eberhart and Russell regression model for 1992 are

summarized in Table 9. It is evident that Rohde with a very high 82; and 6;

less than one is adapted to low yielding environments and possesses little

yield stability. A low 62; and a b, near one would indicate that 0R870303

was the most stable genotype in 1992. Stephens and
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Table 9. The Eberhart and Russell regression model partition of
deviation from linearity of response by genotype for 1992.

No. Genotype F-Ratio Pr > F Beta 0;1' Deviation (82)
1 Stephens 2.0710 0.153 0.6638 23.4973
2 Rohde 15.4297 0.000** 0.7169 316.5778
3 Madsen 5.3756 0.022* 1.0039 95.9981
4 Mac Vicar 1.7492 0.189 0.8009 16.4367
5 Gene 4.7283 0.032* 1.0574 81.7957
6 0R870012 0.0017 0.968 1.2009 -21.9027
7 0R870082 0.2081 0.649 1.1395 -17.3747
8 0R870303 1.3093 0.255 1.0402 6.7854
9 0R870337 4.9956 0.027* 1.1134 87.6598
10 0R870831 0.1391 0.710 0.9620 -18.8884
11 0R880172 0.2008 0.655 1.3194 -17.5349
12 0R880525 0.3904 0.533 0.9816 -13.3743

*, ** Significant at the 0.01and 0.05 levels, respectively.
t The Standard error of the beta = 0.2835.
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Mac Vicar had bi's less than one and relatively low 82, suggesting they have

a high level of yield stability and are well adapted to low yielding

environments. Four genotypes, 0R870012, 0R870082, 0R880172, and

0R870337 had low 82; with bits over one indicating that they are stable

and well adapted to high yielding environments. Gene and Madsen had

bi's near one but high 82, consequently, they are considered equally

adapted yet unstable, respectively. Two advanced lines, 0R870831 and

0R880525, with k's close to one and small 82, are genotypes with good

yield stability that are well adapted to low yielding environments.

Results of the stability analysis involving data collected in 1994 are

summarized in Table 10. Stability analysis of the 1994 yield trial data

revealed in terms of cultivar superiority, that Rohde differed significantly

from the maximum response at p-value = 0.01 while both MacVicar and

0R880172 were significantly different at a p-value = 0.05. The rest of

the differences among genotypes were less than significant but their

relative values reflect their performance. 0R870012 with a Pi value of

18.4 was the most superior genotype in this trial. The remaining

genotypes from most to least superior were: Gene, 0R870082,

0R870525, 0R880831, 0R870303, Madsen, 0R870337 and Stephens.

In terms of ecovalence the most stable line in the 1994 trial was

0R880525 (Table 10). Two advanced breeding lines, 0R870082 and
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Table 10. Stability parameter values for the 1994 yield trial season.

Genotype Entry Shukla (coy) Shukla Ecovalencet Superiority (Pi)
Stephens 1 222.5924 131.1879* 68.3859 67.0752
Rohde 2 2993.8033 1589.1624** 675.8753 360.1295**
Madsen 3 -14.0762 -11.5891 8.8955 43.0550
Mac Vicar 4 1369.1362 678.9919** 296.6376 124.7054*
Gene 5 389.5494 207.3895** 100.1366 18.4071
OR870012 6 349.2966 183.1239** 90.0259 12.7163
0R870082 7 -51.0233 -19.3191 5.6746 21.576
OR870303 8 339.2700 175.1003** 86.6828 33.5572
0R870337 9 3.7876 23.8728 23.6713 43.4568
OR870831 10 -47.9010 -20.5305 5.1699 25.7041
OR880172 11 1006.6784 1047.2230** 450.0672 109.5835*
0R880525 12 -52.4632 -32.0203 0.3825 25.4706

*, ** Significant at the 0.01 and 0.05 levels, respectively.
' No significance test is available for Ecovalence.
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0R870831, as well as Madsen were very stable with ecovalence values

under ten. Four genotypes, beginning with the lowest, 0R870337,

Stephens, 0R870303, and 0R870012 had ecovalences under one

hundred while Gene had a value just over one hundred. Mac Vicar had an

ecovalence of almost three hundred and 0R880525 about four hundred-

fifty while Rohde possessed the highest ecovalence value in 1994 at over

six hundred seventy-five and was therefore, the least stable genotype.

Shukla's stability variance indicated that three advanced breeding

lines, 0R870082, 0R870831, 0R880525, and Madsen were the most

stable genotypes in 1994 with zero stability variances (Table 10). One

genotype, 0R870337, had the next lowest stability variance of under

twenty-four. Three genotypes, Stephens, 0R870012, and 0R870303 had

stability variances under two hundred. Gene and Mac Vicar had stability

variances of approximately two hundred and six hundred eighty,

respectively. One advanced breeding line, 0R880172 had a stability

variance over one thousand forty-five. Rohde, was the least stable

genotype with a stability variance of almost one thousand-six hundred.

When location mean was used as a covariate three advanced breeding

lines, OR870082, 0R870831, 0R880525, and Madsen were most stable

with stability variances of zero. One genotype, 0R870337, with a

stability variance just under four is also considered very stable. Stephens

was the next most stable genotype with a stability variance just over two
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hundred. Gene, 0R870012, and 0R870303 had stability variances in the

three hundred range while Mac Vicar and 0R880525 was over one

thousand. According to stability variances Rohde was by far the least

stable genotype in 1994 with a stability variance close to three thousand.

Results from the Eberhart and Russell regression model for 1994 are

summarized in Table 11. It is evident that Rohde with its very high 82; and

very low bi is adapted to low yielding environments and has little yield

stability. A low 82; and a I); near one indicates that 0R880525 and

Madsen were the most stable genotypes in 1994. The genotypes with

bls less than one and relatively low 82; were 0R870082, 0R870337,

0R870831, and Stephens suggesting they have high yield stability and are

well adapted to low yielding environments. Two genotypes, 0R870012

and 0R870303 had low 82/ with bi's over one indicating that they are

stable and well adapted to high yielding environments. Gene, with a bi

less than one and a moderate 82; is well adapted to low yielding

environments and has an acceptable level of yield stability. Mac Vicar had

a b, near one but a very high 82, indicating it is unstable but equally

adapted to both high and low yielding environments. 0R880172 had a 82;

and b,' indicating it was best adapted to high yielding environments but

unstable.
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Table 11. The Eberhart and Russell regression model partition of
deviation from linearity of response by genotype for 1994.

No. Genotype F-Ratio Pr > F Beta (b)* Deviation (82)
1 Stephens 5.8533 0.017 0.6442 47.8201
2 Rohde 64.4479 0.000** 0.3051 625.1557
3 Madsen 0.8492 0.359 1.0790 -1.4858
4 Mac Vicar 30.0959 0.000** 0.9654 286.6834
5 Gene 9.3835 0.003** 0.6987 82.6028
6 0R870012 8.5324 0.004** 1.2653 74.2168
7 0R870082 0.068 0.795 0.7568 -9.1832
8 0R870303 8.3204 0.005** 1.2357 72.1279
9 0R870337 1.2269 0.270 0.6300 2.2358

10 0R870831 0.134 0.715 0.7867 -8.5327
11 0R880172 22.4321 0.000** 2.6452 211.1714
12 0R880525 0.0375 0.847 0.9878 -9.4831

* The Standard error of the beta = 1.2120.
** Significant at the 0.01 level.
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Results from the stability analysis of the 1995 yield trial data are

provided in Table 12. In terms of cultivar superiority, Rohde and

0R880525 differed significantly from the maximum response at p-value =

0.01 and 0.05, respectively. The rest of the differences among genotypes

were less than significant although their relative values reflect their relative

superiority and performance. Gene, Madsen, 0R870012, 0R870082,

0R870337, and 0R880831 with Pi values all under twenty performed

well in this trial with 0R870012 performing the best. The rest of the

genotypes from the most to least superior were: 0R870303, Mac Vicar,

Stephens, and 0R880172.

As for ecovalence the most stable line in the 1995 trial was Gene

which was closely followed by two advanced breeding lines, 0R870012

and 0R870831 (Table 12). The next group of genotypes with

ecovalences from approximately thirty to almost sixty included Stephens,

0R870303, 0R870082, and 0R880172. Madsen and Mac Vicar had

ecovalences in excess of one hundred and 0R870337 just over ninety-

nine. Rohde and 0R880525 possessed the highest ecovalences in 1995

at over three hundred-eighty and three hundred twenty-five, respectively.

Shukla's stability variance indicated that 0R870012, 0R870831,

and Gene were the most stable genotypes in 1995 with zero stability

variances (Table 12). Three genotypes, Stephens, 0R870082, and
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Table 12. Stability parameter values for the 1995 yield trial season.

Genotype Entry Shukla (coy) Shukla Ecovalencet Superiority (P1)
Stephens 1 81.8094 48.7555 29.5066 61.8742
Rohde 2 449.3105 896.5694** 382.7623 405.2842**
Madsen 3 250.1210 250.8493* 113.7123 11.2368
Mac Vicar 4 278.6588 266.2886* 120.1453 49.9260
Gene 5 -18.3972 -10.8302 4.6792 14.9440
OR870012 6 -5.8779 -6.4158 6.5185 10.6969
0R870082 7 -12.7435 66.8073 37.0281 14.5091
0R870303 8 122.0880 56.2254 32.6190 49.8992
0R870337 9 365.0350 206.0026* 95.0262 19.1854
OR870831 10 -22.4814 -3.3833 7.7821 17.9620
OR880172 11 102.7611 114.7814 57.0173 97.3848
0R880525 12 1455.7174 761.5725** 326.5136 223.0292*

*, ** Significant at the 0.01 and 0.05 levels, respectively.
No significance test is available for Ecovalence.
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0R870303 had the next lowest stability variances of well under one

hundred. 0R880172 had a stability variance just over one hundred in this

trial. Stability variances for Mac Vicar, Madsen, and 0R870337 were in

the two hundred range. One advanced breeding line, 0R880525 had an

ecovalence of just over seven hundred-sixty. Rohde, was the least stable

genotype with a stability variance of almost nine hundred. When location

means were used as covariates, 0R870012, 0R870082, 0R870831, and

Gene were the most stable with stability variances of zero (Table 17).

Stephens with a stability variance just over eighty was the next most

stable genotype. Two advanced breeding lines, 0R880172 and

0R870303 had stability variances just over one hundred. Madsen and

Mac Vicar had stability variances in the two hundred range while

0R870337 was over three hundred sixty-five. Rohde was by far the least

stable genotype in 1995 with a stability variance close to four hundred-

fifty.

Results from the Eberhart and Russell regression model for 1995 are

summarized in Table 13. It is evident that Rohde and 0R880525, with

their very high 62; and b; less than one are adapted to low yielding

environments and have low yield stability. However, a low 82; and a b,

near one indicates that 0R870012 and Gene were the most stable

genotypes in 1995. The genotypes with bls less than one and low 82;
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Table 13. The Eberhart and Russell regression model partition of
deviation from linearity of response by genotype for 1995.

No. Genotype F-Ratio Pr > F Beta (b)t Deviation (82)
1 Stephens 1.249 0.266 0.7437 4.4522
2 Rohde 5.5311 0.020* -0.6124 81.0150
3 Madsen 3.2102 0.076 1.7182 39.5171
4 Mac Vicar 3.5427 0.062 1.7213 45.4625
5 Gene 0.0814 0.776 1.1718 -16.4241
6 0R870012 0.2273 0.635 1.1499 -13.8159
7 0R870082 0.1473 0.702 1.5613 -15.2463
8 0R870303 1.7183 0.193 0.8682 12.8436
9 0R870337 4.5492 0.035* 1.3541 63.4576
10 0R870831 0.0338 0.854 1.2564 -17.2750
11 0R880172 1.4931 0.224 0.4730 8.8172
12 0R880525 17.2578 0.000** 0.5945 290.6831

*, ** Significant at the 0.01 and 0.05 levels, respectively.
t The Standard error of the beta = 0.7299.
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were 0R870303, 0R870172 and Stephens suggesting they have high

yield stability and are well adapted to low yielding environments. Most

genotypes including Madsen, Mac Vicar, 0R870082, 0R870337, and

0R870831 had moderately low 82, and bls over one indicating they are

generally stable and well adapted to high yielding environments.

Stability analysis of the trials combined over the 1992, 1994 and

1995 seasons revealed in terms of cultivar superiority, that Rohde differed

significantly from the maximum response at a p-value = 0.01 (Table 14).

The rest of the differences among genotypes were again less than

significant although Gene with a value of 0.753 was the most superior

genotype when combined over years. Three advanced lines, 0R870012,

0R870082, and 0R880831 performed well with P; values ranging from

one to seven. The remaining genotypes fell into the following order from

most to least superior: Madsen, 0R870337, 0R870303, 0R880172,

Stephens, Mac Vicar, and 0R870525.

To investigate the specific adaptability of these lines during the

1992, 1994, and 1995 seasons, maximum responses and genotype

means are plotted against location means (Figures 10-21). Figures are

grouped on the bases of the type of response observed. Figures 10-12

indicate that, Rohde and to a lesser extent Mac Vicar and Stephens are

more favorably adapted to low yielding environments. Similar analysis
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analysis of genotypes over the 1992, 1994 and 1995 yield
trial seasons.
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Genotype Entry Shukla (coy) Shukla* Ecovalence* Superiority (Pi )
Stephens 1 114.14 145.48 66.02 (9) 54.66 (9)
Rohde 2 -3.08 620.26* 263.84 (12) 266.59 (12)
Madsen 3 47.82 88.49 42.27 (8) 12.45 (5)
Mac Vicar 4 589.23 344.92 149.12 (11) 57.25 (10)
Gene 5 -8.77 1.11 5.86 (3) 0.75 (1)
OR870012 6 20.37 31.16 18.38 (5) 1.22 (2)
OR870082 7 -8.92 -7.68 2.20 (2) 5.13 (3)
OR870303 8 58.59 22.83 14.91 (4) 39.20 (7)
OR870337 9 134.47 72.93 35.79 (6) 21.71 (6)
OR870831 10 -6.09 -10.77 0.92 (1) 6.64 (4)
OR880172 11 101.00 169.07 75.85 (10) 39.81 (8)
0R880525 12 40.01 77.67 37.76 (7) 57.50 (11)

*, ** Significant at the 0.01 and 0.05 levels, respectively.
No significance test is available for Ecovalence.

* Ranking for Shukla's stability variance and Ecovalence are equivalent.
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Figure 10. Comparison of Rohde with the maximum responses at each location.
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Figure 11. Comparison of Mac Vicar with the maximum responses at each location.
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Figure 12. Comparison of Stephens with the maximum responses at each location.
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Figure 13. Comparison of Madsen with the maximum responses at each location.
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Figure 14. Comparison of OR870337 with the maximum responses at each location.
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Figure 15. Comparison of OR870303 with the maximum responses at each location.
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Figure 16. Comparison of Gene with the maximum responses at each location.
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Figure 17. Comparison of OR870082 with the maximum responses at each location.
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Figure 18. Comparison of OR870831 with the maximum responses at each location.
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Figure 19. Comparison of OR870012 with the maximum responses at each location.
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Figure 20. Comparison of OR880172 with the maximum responses at each location.
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Figure 21. Comparison of OR880525 with the maximum responses at each location.
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indicates that Madsen, 0R870337, 0R870303, Gene, 0R870082,

0R870831, and 0R870012, are also best adapted to low yielding

environments, although to a lesser degree than Rohde, Mac Vicar, and

Stephens (Figures 13-19). Figures 20-21 show that the response of

0R880172 and 0R880525 is nearly parallel to the maximum response

across environments, respectively. Adaptability is also reflected in

calculated bi values which are discussed later.

In terms of ecovalence, 0R880831 was the most stable line for the

combined stability analysis over the 1992, 1994, and 1995 yield trial

seasons with a value of 0.915 (Table 19). Gene and 0R870082 were

also very stable with ecovalence values well under ten. Seven genotypes,

from lowest to highest ecovalence, 0R870303, 0R870012, 0R870337,

0R880525, Madsen, and Stephens had ecovalences under one hundred

while Mac Vicar had an ecovalence just under one hundred-fifty. Rohde

with the highest ecovalence value (over two hundred sixty-three) is

considered the least stable genotype over this three year period.

Shukla's stability variance indicated that two advanced breeding

lines, 0R870082 and 0R870831 were the most stable genotypes with

stability variances of zero (Table 19). Gene with a stability variance of

1.11 was also very stable during these three years. Five genotypes,

including 0R870303, 0R870012, 0R870337, 0R880525, and Madsen all

had stability variances under one hundred while Stephens and 0R880172
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had stability variances of approximately one hundred forty-five and one

hundred seventy, respectively. Mac Vicar had a stability variance of over

three hundred forty-four. Rohde, was the least stable genotype with a

stability variance over six hundred twenty. When location means were

used as covariates two advanced breeding lines, OR870082 and

OR870831 as well as Gene and Rohde were determined to be the most

stable genotypes with stability variances of zero. Four genotypes,

OR870012, OR880525, Madsen, OR870303, had stability variances

under one hundred. Stephens and OR880172 had stability variances of

one hundred fourteen and one hundred, respectively. OR870337 had a

stability variance just over one hundred thirty-four. According to stability

variance Mac Vicar was the least stable genotype with a stability variance

close to six hundred ninety.

Results from the Eberhart and Russell regression model for the

combined stability analysis over the 1992, 1994 and 1995 yield trial

seasons are summarized in Table 15. It is evident that Mac Vicar with its

very high S2; and bi less than one is adapted to low yielding environments

and is highly unstable. A low 82; and b, near one indicates that OR870831

was the most stable genotype during these three years. Genotypes with

kis less than one and relatively low 82; were OR870303, Rohde, and

Stephens indicating these genotypes have high yield stability and are well



Table 15. The Eberhart and Russell regression model partition of
deviation from linearity of response by genotype for the
combined analysis over 1992, 1994 and 1995 yield trials.
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No. Genotype F-Ratio Pr > F Beta (b1) t Deviation (82)
1 Stephens 1.5409 0.217 0.4676 9.0047
2 Rohde 0.0740 0.786 -0.3580 -15.4166
3 Madsen 0.7109 0.401 1.4623 -4.8122
4 Mac Vicar 7.4861 0.007** 0.5853 107.9811
5 Gene 0.0027 0.959 1.2021 -16.6030
6 0R870012 0.3674 0.546 1.2935 -10.5314
7 0R870082 0.0009 0.976 1.1239 -16.6327
8 0R870303 0.8457 0.360 0.9234 -2.5682
9 0R870337 1.7952 0.183 1.2036 13.2389
10 0R870831 0.0363 0.849 1.0466 -16.0430
11 0R880172 1.3758 0.243 1.6097 6.2571
12 0R880525 0.6131 0.435 1.4399 -6.4408

* The Standard error of the beta = 0.3804.
** Significant at the 0.01 level.
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adapted to low yielding environments. The remaining seven genotypes,

OR870012, OR870082, OR870337, OR880172, OR880525, Gene, and

Madsen had low S21 with b.'s over one indicating that they are stable and

well adapted to high yielding environments.

In examining stability parameters for the 12 genotypes evaluated

during this three year period conclusive evidence exists that Rohde is in

fact the most unstable (rather than the most stable) genotype as was

indicated by mean yield alone. It is clearly more difficult to select the de

facto most stable genotype of the group. Moreover, the "most stable"

genotype depends on which statistic or combination thereof, the breeder

wishes to apply. However, Gene, OR870012, 0R870082, and

0R870831 generally performed well in terms of regression coefficients,

cultivar superiority and stability variance statistics.

Eskridge's stability index based on Shukla's stability variance was

used to rank genotypes for desirability during the 1992, 1994 and 1995

seasons. Three probability (a) levels were used: 0.05, 0.01 and 0.001,

corresponding to a respective 1 in 20, lin 100 and 1 in 1000 chance of

having yields lower than the lower bound of an a percentile confidence

interval. When selecting an a level the researcher weighs the relative

importance of stability and yield. Selection indices, stability variances and

their rankings are presented in Table 16 and Appendix Tables 10 and 11,
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Table 16. Eskridge's "Safety-First Rule" selection index (a = 0.01),
Shukla's stability variance and yield with associated rankings.
Yield and stability indicators are calculated using data from
the 1992, 1 994 and 1 995 yield trial seasons.

Genotype Entry Yield Shukla
Safety-
First

Yield
Rank

Shukla Safety First
Rank Rank

Stephens 1 6404 145.48 27.50 10 9 9
Rohde 2 4969 620.26 -12.86 12 12 12
Madsen 3 6888 88.49 36.38 5 8 7
MacVicar 4 6554 344.92 15.06 7 11 11
Gene 5 7319 1.11 51.51 1 3 1

OR870012 6 7304 31.16 46.98 2 5 4
OR870082 7 7057 -7.68 50.65 4 2 3
OR870303 8 6434 22.83 40.15 8 4 5
OR870337 9 7006 72.93 36.80 3 6 6
OR870831 10 6490 -10.77 51.34 9 1 2
OR880172 11 6194 169.07 25.53 11 10 10
OR880525 12 6724 77.67 31.05 6 7 8
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for a levels 0.01, 0.05 and 0.001, respectively. Clearly stability or yield

are being compromised if a levels of 0.05 or 0.001 are used, respectively.

Therefore, for the purpose of this study an a level of 0.01 was selected

since wheat producers require adequate stability but are intolerant of low

yields. Rankings for five of the 12 genotypes remained the same between

Shukla's stability variance and Eskridge's selection index. However, Gene

was elevated to first, OR870012 to fourth, and Madsen to seventh place

based on yield when the selection index was used. Alternately,

OR870831 changed rank from first to second, while OR870082,

OR870303 and OR880525, ranking second, fourth and seventh in

stability, respectively, all move up one rank. While it may be impossible to

identify the de facto most stable line it is often less difficult to choose the

most desirable. Gene was not the most stable genotype during this period

but it was the most desirable. The danger of allowing stability to influence

the selection process to greatly can be seen here since the three most

stable lines are first, fourth and ninth with respect to yield. Based on the

safety-first selection index OR870831 is the second most desirable

genotype; however, after close examination there are other more

preferable entries, at least intuitively. For example, OR870082 had higher

yield than OR870831 and displayed acceptable stability but was ranked

below it by the safety-first rule.
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4.3.2: Stability of Lines Tested in Group II

Analysis of yield trial data combined over the 1989-1994 seasons

revealed a significant genotype-environment interaction (Appendix Table

12). Stability analysis revealed that in terms of cultivar superiority,

Federation differed significantly from the maximum response at a p-value

= 0.01 (Table 17). The remaining differences among genotypes were

again less than significant, but their relative values are important indicators

and reflect each genotype's respective performance. Gene with a Pi value

of 1.725 was the most superior genotype. The next best Pi value (8.25)

belonged to 0R860303 and Madsen followed by OR8500933H, Stephens,

and Rohde.

In terms of ecovalence the most stable line tested during the 1989-

1994 yield trial seasons was OR8500933H with an ecovalence just over

ten. Madsen was next with an ecovalence value just under thirty. The

rest of the genotypes, from lowest to highest ecovalence were,

Federation, Rohde, 0R860303, Stephens, and Gene (Table 17).

Shukla's stability variance indicated that OR8500933H was the

most stable genotype with a stability variances of zero and that Madsen

with a stability variance of 12.57 was the next most stable. Federation,

Rohde, and 0R860303 had stability variances in the five, six, and seven

hundreds, respectively, while Stephens and Gene were in the nine
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Table 17. Stability parameter values for the combined analysis of
genotypes over the 1989-1994 yield trial seasons.

Genotype Entry Shukla (coy) Shukla Ecovalencet Superiority (Pi )
Stephens 1 1958.277 928.763 246.666 209.773
Rohde 2 -48.743 628.101 175.080 478.663
Madsen 3 -21.222 12.571 28.526 94.892
Federation 4 391.997 573.886 162.172 1661.324**
Gene 5 1197.182 942.783 250.005 1.725
0R860303 6 490.084 727.677 198.789 8.250
OR8500933H 7 -79.205 -60.507 11.126 190.824

*, ** Significant at the 0.01 and 0.05 levels, respectively.
t No significance test is available for Ecovalence.
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hundreds. When location means were used as covariates OR850933H,

Rohde, and Madsen were determined to be the most stable genotypes

with stability variances of zero. Federation had a stability variance under

four hundred while OR860303's stability variance was approximately, four

hundred ninety. Stephens and Gene had stability variances close to

twelve hundred and two thousand, respectively (Table 17).

Results from the Eberhart and Russell regression model for the

combined stability analysis over the 1989-1994 yield trial seasons are

summarized in Table 18. It is evident that Rohde and OR850933H with

their high 82; and bi's less than one are well adapted to low yielding

environments but are not stable. Federation with a bi less than one and a

relatively low 82; has high yield stability and is well adapted to low yielding

environments. 0R860303 had a b, greater than one and a relatively low

82; indicating it has an acceptable level of stability and is well adapted to

high yielding environments. Stephens, with a bi close to one and a

relatively high 62, is considered broadly adapted yet unstable with respect

to its bi and 62,, respectively. The remaining two genotypes, Gene and

Madsen had moderately high 62; and bi's over one indicating that they are

less than stable and adapted to high yielding environments.



Table 18. The Eberhart and Russell regression model partition of
deviation from linearity of response by genotype for the
analysis over the 1989-1994 yield trial seasons.
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No. Genotype F-Ratio Pr > F Beta (Nt Deviation (82)
1 Stephens 2.7498 0.100 1.0209 156.7655
2 Rohde 0.0829 0.774 0.5169 -82.1654
3 Madsen 0.1194 0.730 1.1575 -78.8891
4 Federation 0.6685 0.415 0.6227 -29.6963
5 Gene 1.7385 0.190 1.3622 66.1591
6 OR860303 0.7989 0.373 1.4208 -18.0193
7 OR8500933H 0.0424 0.837 0.8990 -85.7918

* The Standard error of the beta = 0.3323.
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4.3.3: Stability of Lines Tested in Group III

Results from the Eberhart and Russell regression model for the

stability analysis for the 1996 season are summarized in Table 19.

Significant p-values for Rohde and Federation indicate that both lines were

unstable during 1996 (p-values = 0.01 and 0.05, respectively) and that

they are adapted to high yielding environments. Six genotypes:

0R880555, 0R900542, 0R908323, 0R908395, 0R908369, and

0R939515 had relatively high deviations from regression and would be

considered moderately unstable.

Genotypes: 0R908387, 0R908394, 0R910042, 0R908377,

0R928085, WA7729, 0R939517, 0R910132, 0R928040, 0R910043,

0R870831, 0R910172, 0R939563, 0R910168, 0R939476, 0R939472,

0R870082, 0R908450, 0R939554, and Gene were moderately stable

with relatively low deviations from regression. Stephens, Rod, Madsen,

MacVicar, 0R880172, 0R900081, 0R880525, 0R908361, 0R910059,

0R910171, 0R910047, 0R939491, 0R920198, 0R910039, 0R910039,

0R939465, OR939493,0R870012, 0R898120, 0R939527, and

0R939528 had low deviations from regression and were stable during

1996. According to the Eberhart and Russell model the most stable

genotype of the trial was 0R870337 with a deviation from regression of

only -0.466.
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Table 19. The Eberhart and Russell regression model partition of
deviation from linearity of response by genotype for the 1996
yield trial season.

No. Genotype F-Ratio Pr > F Beta (b1)t Deviation (82)
1 Rohde 20.0332 0.000** 3.383 338.808
2 Rod 1.1838 0.277 0.289 3.271
3 0R908369 2.6415 0.105 1.406 29.220
4 0R908387 0.0554 0.814 0.970 -16.815
5 0R880172 0.5091 0.476 0.569 -8.739
6 0R908394 0.2279 0.633 -0.080 -13.743
7 0R900081 1.3352 0.248 2.155 5.967
8 0R910042 0.0142 0.905 1.414 -17.548
9 0R908334 2.2335 0.136 0.551 21.957
10 0R880525 0.4884 0.485 0.250 -9.107
11 OR908361 0.7714 0.380 1.282 -4.069
12 Madsen 0.5067 0.477 0.838 -8.781
13 0R910059 0.7828 0.377 2.444 -3.867
14 0R910171 1.4873 0.223 1.824 8.675
15 0R910047 0.5163 0.473 0.685 -8.611
16 0R908395 2.9710 0.085 0.670 35.086
17 0R908377 0.0431 0.836 1.727 -17.033
18 0R928085 0.0914 0.762 1.127 -16.173
19 WA7729 0.2127 0.645 1.105 -14.014
20 0R939515 3.4728 0.063 -0.363 44.017
21 OR939491 0.4408 0.507 1.157 -9.955
22 0R870337 0.9738 0.324 1.020 -0.466
23 0R939517 0.0041 0.949 0.656 -17.728
24 Federation 4.8555 0.028* 1.513 68.631
25 0R910132 0.3119 0.577 2.280 -12.249
26 0R920198 0.4466 0.504 2.089 -9.851
27 0R910039 0.5788 0.447 1.694 -7.499
28 0R928040 0.1133 0.737 0.397 -15.783
29 0R910043 0.0322 0.858 0.719 -17.228
30 0R939465 0.6911 0.406 1.077 -5.498
31 0R939493 0.8443 0.359 1.973 -2.771
32 0R870831 0.1737 0.677 0.719 -14.709

*, ** Significant at the 0.05 and 0.01 levels, respectively.
The Standard error of the beta = 0.4052.
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Table 19. Continued.

No. Genotype F-Ratio Pr > F Beta (b) t Deviation (82)
33 0R910172 0.0049 0.944 1.016 -17.714
34 0R908323 3.0020 0.084 1.222 35.638
35 0R939563 0.2371 0.627 0.946 -13.581
36 0R920196 2.2921 0.131 1.706 23.000
37 Mac Vicar 1.1889 0.276 0.274 3.362
38 0R870012 0.7771 0.378 0.498 -3.967
39 0R910168 0.0369 0.848 1.469 -17.144
40 0R898120 0.7875 0.375 1.306 -3.782
41 0R939476 0.3437 0.558 1.018 -11.683
42 0R900542 2.9183 0.088 0.754 34.147
43 0R939527 0.8848 0.347 0.326 -2.050
44 0R939472 0.0157 0.900 0.059 -17.521
45 0R870082 0.2300 0.632 0.810 -13.706
46 0R939528 1.2273 0.268 0.498 4.047
47 Stephens 0.5063 0.477 0.616 -8.789
48 Gene 0.2504 0.617 0.672 -13.343
49 0R908450 0.0733 0.787 0.337 -16.496
50 0R880555 2.4223 0.120 0.040 25.319
51 0R939554 0.1927 0.661 0.469 -14.371
52 0R908351 0.3973 0.529 0.427 -10.729

*, ** Significant at the 0.05 and 0.01 levels, respectively.
t The Standard error of the beta = 0.4052.
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Stability analysis involving lines tested in 1996 revealed in terms of

cultivar superiority, that 0R870337 and 0R908387 were the most

superior lines (Table 20). Rohde manifested the highest and least

desirable P, value again in 1996. Interestingly, lines that were tested

previously in 1992, 1994 and 1995 performed well in terms of P; as part

of the larger group in 1996. Values for these lines ranged from a low of

23.0 to a high of 86.3 for Stephens and Madsen, respectively. Other

entries that were first examined for their stability during 1996 ranged from

the low twenties to about one hundred seventy.

In terms of ecovalence 0R910172 was the most stable genotype

followed closely by 0R908387 (Table 20). Five genotypes would also be

considered highly stable with ecovalances under ten. A large percentage

of genotypes fell between ten and one hundred while others ranged up to

three hundred twenty-one. Rohde was the most unstable genotype during

1996 based on ecovalence.

Shukla's stability variance indicated that Rohde was the most

unstable genotype. No other genotypes were found to be significantly

unstable but two advanced lines (0R910059 and 0R939515) did display

relatively high variances. Two genotypes (0R908387 and 0R910172)

were found to be the most stable genotypes, with negative stability

variances. When location means were used as covariates, Shukla's
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Table 20. Stability parameter values for the analysis of genotypes
evaluated during the 1996 yield trial season.

Genotype Entry Shukla (coy) Shukla Ecovalence* Superiority (P; )
Rohde 1 1481.628 2383.537* 1147.757 890.883* *
Rod 2 85.795 186.345 91.414 87.944
0R908369 3 193.740 141.881 70.037 20.083
0R908387 4 2.234 -1.478 1.115 19.974
OR880172 5 35.830 68.872 34.937 51.045
0R908394 6 15.013 342.812 166.639 76.918
OR900081 7 97.007 431.916 209.477 90.519
OR910042 8 -0.814 46.281 24.076 94.485
0R908334 9 163.525 137.390 67.878 48.954
0R880525 10 34.301 177.419 87.123 70.757
0R908361 11 55.257 47.873 24.841 101.292
Madsen 12 35.658 22.595 12.688 86.271
OR910059 13 56.098 629.520 304.479 172.660*
OR910171 14 108.274 247.833 120.976 106.654
OR910047 15 36.364 43.991 22.975 140.698
0R908395 16 218.142 137.732 68.043 60.599
0R908377 17 1.328 150.800 74.325 37.149
0R928085 18 4.905 4.284 3.885 39.368
WA7729 19 13.885 7.276 5.324 98.702
OR939515 20 255.298 663.128 320.637 131.463
OR939491 21 30.773 19.640 11.268 20.237
0R870337 22 70.248 32.373 17.389 13.616
0R939517 23 -1.562 30.586 16.530 83.779
Federation 24 357.691 252.112 123.033 81.410
OR910132 25 21.228 482.527 233.809 111.283
OR920198 26 31.204 356.401 173.172 111.054
08910039 27 40.991 157.165 77.386 113.627
0R928040 28 6.527 105.832 52.706 126.199
0R910043 29 0.519 20.210 11.542 76.148
0R939465 30 49.312 23.520 13.133 95.654
0R939493 31 60.659 302.076 147.054 113.327
OR870831 32 10.998 25.568 14.118 52.959
OR910172 33 -1.506 -3.543 0.122 26.677
0R908323 34 220.438 121.683 60.327 65.389
0R939563 35 15.688 5.829 4.628 57.950
OR920196 36 167.864 225.479 110.229 76.553
Mac Vicar 37 86.173 192.800 94.518 53.084

* No significance test is available for Ecovalence.
*, ** Significant at the 0.05 and 0.01 levels, respectively.
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Table 20. Continued.

Genotype Entry Shukla (coy) Shukla Ecovalence* Superiority (Pi )
OR870012 38 55.681 98.095 48.987 33.191
OR910168 39 0.866 61.258 31.277 87.222
OR898120 40 56.453 52.425 27.030 123.743
0R939476 41 23.584 9.022 6.163 68.649
0R900542 42 214.239 121.808 60.387 51.548
0R939527 43 63.657 160.539 79.008 72.268
0R939472 44 -0.700 253.554 123.726 44.922
0R870082 45 15.169 15.131 9.100 35.346
0R939528 46 89.020 114.691 56.966 39.463
Stephens 47 35.623 57.765 29.597 23.000
Gene 48 16.677 36.743 19.490 36.624
0R908450 49 3.563 126.367 62.579 69.633
0R880555 50 177.511 352.910 171.493 65.216
0R939554 51 12.400 85.138 42.757 157.068
OR908351 52 27.552 106.207 52.886 43.678

* No significance test is available for Ecovalence.
*, ** Significant at the 0.05 and 0.01 levels, respectively.
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stability variance indicated that Rohde was the most unstable genotype in

the trial (Table 20). However, negative stability variances were calculated

for the following four genotypes, OR910042, OR910172, OR939472,

and OR939517, indicating that these lines are relatively stable.

When the lines from 1996 were examined for stability Rohde and

Federation were found to be the most unstable lines. It is impossible to

determine the de facto most stable genotype of this group since none of

the stability statistics agree. However, based on cultivar performance and

deviation from regression both Gene and OR860303 are good candidates.

4.4 Possible Climatological and Biological Factors

There are numerous factors, biotic and abiotic, interacting to affect

the yield potential of any given wheat genotype. Such factors include, but

are not limited to temperature and precipitation and disease type and

pressure. Resistance to such biotic and abiotic stresses when grown

across environments and over years conveys a certain amount of inherent

stability.

Correlation analysis was performed in order to investigate some of

the possible causes for the observed genotype-environment interactions

among the various lines. Pearson correlation coefficients (r) between

precipitation amounts, high and low temperatures and yields are provided
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in Tables 21-29. High and low temperatures and precipitation amounts

were measured on a daily bases at experimental stations nearby the

experimental plots. Resulting correlation coefficients for the combined

1992, 1994 and 1995 seasons at the Kaseberg, Barnett-Ruggs and

Chambers sites are presented in Tables 21-23, respectively. There were

no meaningful relationships at either the Kaseberg or Chambers sites.

However, at the Barnett-Rugg site significant negative and positive

associations existed between yield and high temperature or precipitation,

respectively. Precipitation in the form of snow in winter months or rain in

the spring can easily affect wheat yields. This correlation is related to the

need for adequate spring moisture which provides the required water and

nutrients at a crucial time for seed development.

The effect of high temperature observed on yield is one of heat

and/or drought later in the season during the grain filling period. No

significant correlations were found when data from 1996 were examined

(Tables 24-26). Correlation coefficients pertaining to the combined

analysis over the 1989-1994 seasons are included in Tables 27-29.

Significant positive and negative correlations with yield were found for

precipitation and temperatures, respectively, at the Chambers and Barnett-

Ruggs sites. Significant negative correlations with yield were also found

at the Kaseberg site with respect to high and low temperatures. The
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Pearson correlation coefficients (r) of climatological data with
yield measured at the Chambers site during 1992, 1994 and
1995.

YIELD HIGH* LOW* PRECIPITATION

YIELD

HIGH

LOW

PRECIPITATION

1.00000 -0.05743

1.00000

0.06181

0.86290**
1.00000

0.20783

0.75294**
-0.64950**

1.00000

* High and Low refer to high and low temperatures, respectively.
** Significant at the 0.01 level.
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Pearson correlation coefficients (r) of climatological data with
yield measured at the Barnett-Ruggs site during 1992, 1994
and 1995.

YIELD HIGH* LOW* PRECIPITATION

YIELD

HIGH

LOW

PRECIPITATION

1.00000 -0.33381*

1.00000

-0.14020

0.70394**
1.00000

0.32925*

-0.52673**

-0.21621

1.00000

*, ** Significant at the 0.01 and 0.05 levels, respectively.
High and Low refer to high and low temperatures, respectively.
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Pearson correlation coefficients (r) of climatological data with
yield measured at the Kaseberg site during 1992, 1994 and
1995.

YIELD HIGHS LOWS PRECIPITATION

YIELD

HIGH

LOW

PRECIPITATION

1.00000 -0.27998

1.00000

-0.31530

0.77382**

1.00000

0.12551

-0.50324**

-0.35634*

1.00000

*, ** Significant at the 0.01 and 0.05 levels, respectively.
' High and Low refer to high and low temperatures, respectively.
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Table 24. Pearson correlation coefficients (r) of climatological data with
yield measured at the Chambers site during the 1996 season.

YIELD HIGH* LOW* PRECIPITATION

YIELD

HIGH

LOW

PRECIPITATION

1.00000 -0.16599

1.00000

0.01359

0.94510**

1.00000

-0.00877

-0.86447**

-0.88534**

1.00000

* High and Low refer to high and low temperatures, respectively.
** Significant at the 0.01 level.
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Pearson correlation coefficients (r) of climatological data with
yield measured at the Barnett-Ruggs site during the 1996
season.

YIELD HIGH* LOW* PRECIPITATION

YIELD

HIGH

LOW

PRECIPITATION

1.00000 0.48487

1.00000

0.32202

0.74678**

1.00000

0.34225

-0.85990**

-0.74022**

1.00000

* High and Low refer to high and low temperatures, respectively.
** Significant at the 0.01 level.
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Table 26. Pearson correlation coefficients (r) of climatological data with
yield measured at the Kaseberg site during the 1996 season.

YIELD HIGH* LOW* PRECIPITATION

YIELD

HIGH

LOW

PRECIPITATION

1.00000 -0.40853

1.00000

-0.44396

0.81119**

1.00000

0.25207

0.69846**

-0.62011**

1.00000

* High and Low refer to high and low temperatures, respectively.
** Significant at the 0.01 level.
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Pearson correlation coefficients (r) of climatological data with
yield measured at the Chambers site during the 1989-1994
seasons.

YIELD HIGH* LOW* PRECIPITATION

YIELD

HIGH

LOW

PRECIPITATION

1.00000 -0.33518**

1.00000

-0.33445**

0.80562**

1.00000

0.29633**

0.71651**

-0.46910**

1.00000

* High and Low refer to high and low temperatures, respectively.
** Significant at the 0.01 level.
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Pearson correlation coefficients (r) of climatological data with
yield measured at the Barnett-Rugg site during the 1989-
1994 seasons.

YIELD HIGH* LOW PRECIPITATION

YIELD

HIGH

LOW

PRECIPITATION

1.00000 -0.36003**

1.00000

-0.41520**

0.75597**

1.00000

0.15261**

-0.43635**

-0.27446*

1.00000

*, ** Significant at the 0.01 and 0.05 levels, respectively.
* High and Low refer to high and low temperatures, respectively.
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Pearson correlation coefficients (r) of climatological data with
yield measured at the Kaseberg site during the 1989-1994
seasons.

YIELD HIGH* LOW* PRECIPITATION

YIELD

HIGH

LOW

PRECIPITATION

1.00000 -0.51078**

1.00000

-0.43161**

0.81779**

1.00000

0.28107

-0.47699**

-0.34199**

1.00000

* High and Low refer to high and low temperatures, respectively.
** Significant at the 0.01 level.
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explanation for such correlations in 1989-1994 is the same as for the

1992, 1994 and 1995 seasons. The negative correlation of yield with

low temperature observed during 1989-1994 is interpreted as decreased

yield due to winter damage.

Over the combined 1992, 1994 and 1995 seasons most of the

genotypes responded as expected and were highest yielding and lowest

yielding at the Chambers and Kaseberg sites respectively. However,

Stephens and Mac Vicar did not conform to what was expected but were

highest yielding at the Barnett-Rugg site. By plotting entry mean yields

from low to high precipitation locations the effect of precipitation can be

inferred on each genotype for the combined analysis for the 1992, 1994

and 1995 seasons (Figure 22). This supplies further evidence that

Stephens and Mac Vicar responded differently at the Chambers site than

the other genotypes. Based on observed differences, mean yield

differences between Stephens and Mac Vicar and each of the other

genotypes were calculated and correlations were performed using

climatological data (Tables 30-32). No significant correlations were found

at either the Barnett-Rugg or Kaseberg sites. However, a significant

negative correlation (-0.4) was found between the amount of precipitation

and mean yield differences at the Chambers site.



Kaseberg Barnett-Rugg

Experimental Sites

Chambers

Figure 22. Genotype rank orders with mean yields in kg/ha from the 1992, 1994,
and 1995 yield trials. Rankings are determined by summing over
locations and years.

Legend

0 Stephens
v Rohde
o Madsen

0 Mac Vicar
A. Gene
--0 OR 870012

0 OR 870082
9 OR 870303

--s OR 870337
0 OR 870831
& OR 880172

0 OR 880525
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Pearson correlation coefficients (r) of climatological data with
yield measured at the Kaseberg site during the 1992, 1994
and1995 seasons. Yield represents the differences between
Stephens or Mac Vicar and all other lines.

YIELD HIGH* LOW* PRECIPITATION
YIELD
HIGH
LOW
PRECIPITATION

1.0000 -0.1282
1.0000

-0.0959
0.7738**
1.0000

0.1925
-0.5032**
-0.3563*
1.0000

*, ** Significant at the 0.01 and 0.05 levels, respectively.
* High and Low refer to high and low temperatures, respectively.
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Pearson correlation coefficients (r) of climatological data with
yield measured at the Barnett-Ruggs site during the 1992,
1994 and1995 seasons. Yield represents the differences
between Stephens or Mac Vicar and all other lines.

YIELD HIGH* LOW* PRECIPITATION
YIELD
HIGH
LOW
PRECIPITATION

1.0000 -0.0359
1.0000

-0.1304
0.7039**
1.0000

0.2041
-0.5267**
-0.2162
1.0000

* High and Low refer to high and low temperatures, respectively.
** Significant at the 0.01 level.
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Pearson correlation coefficients (r) of climatological data with
yield measured at the Chambers site during the 1992, 1994
and1995 seasons. Yield represents the differences between
Stephens or Mac Vicar and all other lines.

YIELD HIGH* LOW PRECIPITATION
YIELD
HIGH
LOW
PRECIPITATION

1.0000 0.1002
1.0000

0.1412
0.8629**
1.0000

-0.3998*
-0.7529**
-0.6495**
1.0000

*, ** Significant at the 0.01 and 0.05 levels, respectively.
* High and Low refer to high and low temperatures, respectively.
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This significant correlation found between precipitation and mean

yield differences at the Chambers site is particularly interesting because of

the effect precipitation has on disease development and epidemiology. In

particular, Septoria tritici is a widespread disease affecting winter wheat

that is favored by precipitation. According to Di Leone et al. (1997)

ascospores of Septoria spp. are wind borne during the autumn and primary

infection of susceptible hosts occur at that time. For primary infection to

take place the leaf surface must remain wet for a minimum of six hours.

Fourteen to 21 days after primary infection sporulating lesions appear

releasing pycnidiospores which are spread by rain splash causing

secondary infections. The longer and heavier the spring rains, the greater

the potential for infection and subsequent yield loss.

Di Leone et al. (1997) evaluated Gene, Madsen and Stephens for

reaction severity to Septoria and its impact on yield at Hyslop Agronomy

Farm, near Corvallis, Oregon. Of these, Stephens is considered

susceptible, Madsen moderately resistant, and Gene resistant to Septoria

tritici. Fungicide applications of propiconazole (Tilt) were used to control

Septoria and the increase in yields measured. They found that on average,

Stephens yielded 18 bu/a more while Gene and Madsen only yielded 10

and 11 bu/a more, respectively (DiLione et al. 1997, Table 2).

The significant correlation (-0.4) found between precipitation and

mean yield differences at the Chambers site is most likely due to the effect
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of precipitation on the development of Septoria tritici disease levels on

these susceptible cultivars (Stephens and Mac Vicar). It is evident that the

other newer cultivars and advanced lines evaluated in this trial are more

resistant to Septoria.

Wheat producing regions of Oregon are diverse both within and

among environments. Therefore, the wheat breeder needs to examine

mean yield and results furnished by stability parameters to arrive at the

most desirable and/or stable genotype. The Oregon State University

wheat breeding program commonly has several advanced breeding lines

having shown promise over several cycles of selection that are possible

candidates for release as new cultivars. It is common to have these

promising lines in yield trials with currently accepted cultivars in the wheat

producing areas of the state. As such, Shukla's stability variance (or

ecovalence) is appropriate for determining the relative stabilities among

these advanced breeding lines and cultivars (Lin et al., 1986; Eskridge,

1990). Based on this discussion, a combination of examining adaptability

by plotting test entries and maximum responses against location means,

using cultivar performance and Eskridge's selection index (using Shukla's

stability variance) will determine which genotype is most adapted and

desirable for the wheat production areas of Oregon.
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5. SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS

Wheat growers demand that any new cultivar combine superior

stable yield, acceptable milling and baking quality and resistance to biotic

and abiotic stresses. Wheat production areas cover a wide range of

disparate environments. Genotype-environment interactions are a

widespread phenomenon when wheat lines are grown in such

environmentally diverse environments. A significant genotype-

environment interaction will create a lack of association between actual

yield performance and the genotypic potential of a line. Stability analysis

supplies the breeder with an additional tool to assess the genetic potential

of experimental lines. When a genotype-environment interaction exists the

breeder may choose to release multiple lines designed for narrow target

environments or a single line with the best stability.

The most yield stable genotype during the 1992, 1994 and 1995

seasons based on a2, and w2, was OR870831 and when relative yields are

considered it appears to be one of the most superior genotypes as well.

The most desirable genotype as indicated by Eskridge's stability index and

cultivar performance was Gene. Winter (Dec. Jan. Feb. and March)

temperatures at the Barnett-Ruggs and Kaseberg sites can potentially

cause winter damage of susceptible cultivars (see Appendix). Gene lacks

winter hardiness but at the same time possesses a high degree of
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population heterogeneity which explains why it was the most superior,

although somewhat unstable genotype during this period. However, if a

more conservative approach to Eskridge's stability index was adopted the

most desirable genotype would be 0R870831. In this case the wheat

breeder would sacrifice some yield for increased stability (reliability).

The most desirable genotype for 1989-1994 based on Eskridge's

stability index and cultivar performance was Gene. Although the de facto

most stable line is often difficult to identify, examination of Lin et al's

(1986) type two stability statistics (a2; and w21) revealed that Madsen and

OR8500933H were the most stable genotypes. Madsen and

OR8500933H are also relatively winter hardy (data not shown) lines.

The discrepancy between the most stable and desirable line is due

to the higher variability but greater yield of Gene (most desirable) with

respect to the other more stable lines (0R870831, Madsen and

OR8500933H). Unfortunately, 0R870831 was not included in the 1989-

1994 trial.

It is unwise to base decisions on data from a single year or

experiment and any conclusions would likely draw skepticism. However,

evidence based on results from the 1996 trial with respect to any of the

established cultivars (Federation, Gene, Mac Vicar, Madsen, Rod, Rohde,

and Stephens) indicates continued improvement in desirability and stability

of advanced breeding lines.
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The stability of Stephens and Mac Vicar were undoubtedly adversely

affected by the incidence of Septoria disease at the Chambers site.

Further study of stability may be advisable using disease readings as

environmental indices as suggested by Saulescu and Kronstad, (1995).

The results of this study led to the following conclusions:

1. Mean value though intuitively appealing can be misleading in terms of

stability; nonetheless, mean yields are important when examining data

for patterns or when determining which specific interactions are

important.

2. Mean yield is important when selecting new cultivars but basing

decisions on stability alone can be hazardous in terms of total yield

(i.e. the most stable line is seldom the highest yielding over or within

environments).

3. The MODWht mechanistic growth simulation model was developed in

an area matching the Barnett-Ruggs site however, based on these

findings it may be inappropriate to apply the model to dissimilar

environments.

4. There is a significant genotype-environment interaction encompassing

the lines, environments and years tested. Furthermore, based on the

cosmopolitan nature and diversity of these environments this observed

pattern would likely be true for any given set of genotypes.
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5. Most lines evaluated during 1992, 1994 and 1995 were adapted to

relatively low yielding environments (the targeted environments

exemplified by the Barnett-Ruggs and Kaseberg sites). However, two

genotypes exhibited broad adaptation (0R880172 and 0R880525).

6. Stephens and Mac Vicar are less adapted to the Chambers site than

the other genotypes tested in 1992, 1994 and 1995. This

phenomenon and the resulting qualitative interaction is caused by the

inadequate resistance of these lines to Septoria disease pressures.

7. Mean high and low temperatures and precipitation amounts had minor

yet highly significant effects on yield responses at all three sites during

various experiments.

8. The most stable genotype (based on cy2; and w21) during the combined

1992, 1994 and 1995 season was 0R870831. However, during the

1989-1994 period Madsen and OR8500933H were considered the

most stable. Unfortunately, lines tested in each group are not

identical and therefore, it is inappropriate to compare them per se.

9. Rohde was the least stable genotype (based on a2; and w21) during the

combined 1992, 1994 and 1995 and 1989-1994 seasons. This was

due to its inability to adapt to higher yielding environments (Barnett-

Ruggs and Chambers sites).

10. Gene was the most desirable genotype for both the combined 1992,

1994 and 1995 and 1989-1994 seasons.
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APPENDIX



Appendix Table 1. Climate data for each experimental location during the 1988-1996 crop years.

Year &
Month

Location
Chambers Barnett-Rugg Kaseberg

Temp. (°F) Precip. Temp. (°F) Precip. Temp. (°F) Precip.
Max Min (in) Max Min (in) Max Min (in)

1988/1989
September 103 34 0.73 101 31 0.40 99 33 0.56
October 91 31 0.14 88 18 0.08 84 23 0.02
November 67 33 10.87 76 27 3.65 69 25 2.51
December 57 23 3.97 60 13 1.10 57 14 0.22
January 59 24 4.18 61 6 2.86 59 18 1.33
February 57 7 3.21 55 -18 1.55 50 -15 0.77
March 63 29 6.80 70 2 2.95 59 16 1.91
April 80 34 1.42 79 30 1.95 75 27 0.84
May 80 35 1.42 81 31 2.19 80 31 0.91
June 94 42 1.14 93 40 0.33 88 39 0.08
July 87 44 0.33 96 41 0.15 94 43 0.11
August 90 45 0.87 100 41 1.19 96 43 0.50
Total: 35.08 18.40 9.76



Appendix Table '1. Continued.

Year &
Month

Location
Chambers Barnett-Rugg Kaseberg

Temp. (°F) Precip. Temp. (°F) Precip. Temp. (°F) Precip.
Max Min (in) Max Min (in) Max Min (in)

1989/1990
September 94 36 0.60 92 33 0.24 87 38 0.07
October 78 22 2.66 82 20 1.00 80 25 0.59
November 64 27 3.90 71 21 1.65 66 23 0.96
December 59 28 3.07 65 13 0.49 63 18 0.48
January 60 38 9.50 58 23 1.43 60 21 1.91
February 65 18 5.79 61 -4 4.59 60 13 0.17
March 70 28 2.21 71 22 1.89 67 24 0.76
April 79 31 2.38 79 28 1.77 75 26 0.79
May 84 31 1.43 86 27 2.14 82 29 1.36
June 95 45 1.53 93 37 0.70 90 38 0.39
July 99 45 0.45 108 37 0.37 106 38 0.15
August 101 43 1.72 106 41 0.76 101 43 1.43
Total: 35.24 17.03 9.06



Appendix Table 1. Continued.

Year &
Month

Location
Chambers Barnett-Rugg Kaseberg

Temp. ( °F) Precip. Temp. (°F) Precip. Temp. ( °F) Precip.
Max Min (in) Max Min (in) Max Min (in)

1990/1991
September 91 46 0.83 96 36 0.00 92 39 0.29
October 76 31 4.56 83 21 1.37 79 25 1.27
November 65 31 4.87 75 25 1.73 68 25 0.61
December 54 7 3.54 62 -26 1.18 52 -16 0.74
January 59 20 2.68 58 11 1.15 57 12 0.87
February 68 32 3.22 64 24 0.86 59 26 0.60
March 68 29 5.85 68 24 1.71 65 22 1.44
April 69 30 3.47 76 30 1.01 69 25 0.40
May 74 35 3.91 73 29 4.73 71 34 0.77
June 82 35 1.52 85 30 2.22 89 34 1.27
July 98 44 0.38 100 42 0.15 95 45 0.33
August 93 43 0.72 99 41 0.24 98 42 0.16
Total: 35.55 16.35 8.75



Appendix Table 1. Continued.

Year &
Month

Location
Chambers Barnett-Rugg Kaseberg

Temp. ( °F) Precip. Temp. ( °F) Precip. Temp. ( °F) Precip.
Max Min (in) Max Min (in) Max Min (in)

1991/1992
September 94 38 0.19 84 39 0.03 90 35 0.00
October 86 29 2.55 90 11 0.89 88 12 1.40
November 63 26 5.13 59 23 4.18 60 25 2.57
December 53 29 4.38 58 20 0.97 55 20 1.02
January 60 25 4.52 61 22 0.96 60 25 0.47
February 68 27 4.54 62 24 1.34 64 24 1.64
March 69 32 1.04 68 22 0.85 66 23 0.64
April 76 33 4.08 82 29 1.29 78 28 2.38
May 89 36 0.00 91 27 0.20 86 30 0.04
June 102 41 1.18 104 36 0.90 102 41 0.28
July 99 50 1.18 101 46 1.74 100 47 0.81
August 103 44 0.44 104 38 0.78 103 34 0.02
Total: 29.23 14.13 11.27



Appendix Table 1. Continued.

Year &
Month

Location
Chambers Barnett-Rugg Kaseberg

Temp. (°F) Precip. Temp. (°F) Precip. Temp. ( °F) Precip.
Max Min (in) Max Min (in) Max Min (in)

1992/1993
September 86 38 0.55 87 30 0.58 85 33 0.68
October 78 28 3.52 85 21 1.70 83 24 0.85
November 63 29 4.99 60 22 2.61 56 21 1.50
December 49 22 7.38 55 3 1.30 51 3 1.68
January 56 10 4.15 60 -12 2.43 50 -1 1.42
February 59 22 2.20 52 -7 1.04 50 -3 1.47
March 64 32 4.86 69 -3 2.32 61 3 1.68
April 67 32 6.82 73 28 2.67 63 29 1.22
May 84 40 4.51 90 33 1.58 88 31 1.42
June 86 40 2.11 93 41 2.01 90 38 0.87
July 86 45 0.79 94 40 0.47 88 40 0.39
August 99 42 0.31 98 41 2.60 95 40 0.30
Total: 42.19 21.31 13.48



Appendix Table 1. Continued.

Year &
Month

Location
Chambers Barnett-Rugg Kaseberg

Temp. ( °F) Precip. Temp. ( °F) Precip. Temp. ( °F) Precip.
Max Min (in) Max Min (in) Max Min (in)

1993/1994
September 93 35 0.07 96 27 Trace 94 31 0.02
October 84 35 1.07 84 24 0.30 81 29 0.13
November 63 19 1.03 67 -4 0.49 65 -3 0.41
December 64 23 7.98 64 18 1.91 59 18 0.68
January 58 27 3.89 58 22 2.38 60 20 1.40
February 57 22 5.59 61 -2 1.67 61 -1 0.90
March 67 31 3.46 73 20 0.52 73 19 0.55
April 75 32 1.94 82 29 1.18 81 28 0.40
May 84 36 1.09 86 28 2.88 86 32 0.62
June 85 38 1.89 96 35 0.75 90 36 0.61
July 102 44 0.01 107 39 0.33 106 45 0.11
August 89 45 0.00 103 42 0.07 96 44 0.07
Total: 28.02 12.48 5.90*

* Record low crop year precipitation amount.



Appendix Table 1. Continued.

Year &
Month

Location
Chambers Barnett-Rugg Kaseberg

Temp. (° F) Precip. Temp. (°F) Precip. Temp. ( °F) Precip.
Max Min (in) Max Min (in) Max Min (in)

1994/1995
September 95 39 0.89 91 35 0.76 89 40 0.19
October 76 30 3.84 78 27 1.44 77 28 2.27
November 56 26 9.03 64 23 3.77 57 16 1.79
December 63 25 6.26 63 10 1.83 60 8 0.90
January 63 30 9.90 64 14 2.75 60 4 3.67
February 65 15 4.29 73 -5 1.15 67 -2 1.18
March 73 27 4.74 69 19 2.35 68 20 1.14
April 75 31 5.30 76 25 2.92 71 28 1.95
May 85 40 1.43 89 34 1.56 89 42 0.97
June 94 38 2.96 91 41 1.73 87 40 1.45
July 99 46 0.52 98 41 0.22 96 44 1.10
August 92 41 0.82 96 36 0.41 93 39 0.17
Total: 49.98 20.89 16.78



Appendix Table 1. Continued.

Year &
Month

Location
Chambers Barnett-Rugg Kaseberg

Temp. (°F) Precip. Temp. (° F) Precip. Temp. ( °F) Precip.
Max Min (in) Max Min (in) Max Min (in)

1995/1996
September 90 43 3.14 98 30 0.93 93 37 1.02
October 74 29 3.96 81 19 1.35 80 17 0.64
November 69 28 7.72 71 13 2.95 67 13 3.20
December 58 23 10.12 64 16 2.37 56 15 2.20
January 60 19 10.37 61 -21 2.79 58 -14 1.86
February 63 18 13.63 69 -20 2.45 64 -15 2.43
March 69 28 3.54 63 18 1.49 64 19 0.65
April 79 35 4.93 79 27 2.33 79 27 2.33
May 79 31 3.98 76 26 2.00 78 28 1.44
June 86 38 0.85 88 33 0.39 85 35 0.36
July 99 45 0.92 107 40 Trace 102 38 0.15
August 100 40 0.14 105 40 0.05 103 42 0.03
Total: 63.30 19.10 16.31
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Appendix Table 2a. Pedigrees of named and experimental entries
included in the analysis during the 1992, 1994 and
1995 yield trial seasons.

Entry Genotype Pedigree
1 Stephens NORD DESPREZ/PULLMAN 101
2 Rohde PAHA//SEL.72-330/DAWS
3 Madsen VPM/MOS951//2*HILL
4 Mac Vicar YMH/MCD//TSPELT/3/SU92/RDL/4NB68513/HYS//BACA
5 Gene CLEO/PCH//ZZ
6 OR870012 HYS703/3/55-1744/7C//SU/RDL, F1/4/YMH/P101-1//HYS
7 OR870082 55-1744/7C//SU/RDL/3/JI/HYS/3/CNO/PJ//YMH
8 OR870303 YMH/JAR//YMH/3/ND/P101//7C/4/SPN//AU/YMH
9 OR870337 KVZ/3/HD/ON//BB/4/YPOPF/3/RBS1744//SU/GNS/5/SPN//AU/YMH

10 OR870831 AFG2/BUC, F1//KVZ
11 OR880172 HIM//KAL/BB/3/WWP7147,F1/4/D6301/HN7//ERA/3/BUC
12 OR880525 OR7946/HILL//HILL

Appendix Table 2b. Pedigrees of named and experimental entries
included in the analysis during the 1989 through
1994 yield trial seasons.

Entry Genotype
1 Stephens
2 Rohde
3 Madsen
4 Federation
5 Gene
6 OR8500933H
7 OR860303

Pedigree
NORD DESPREZ/PULLMAN 101
PAHA//SEL. 72-330/DAWS
VPM /MOS951 / /2*HILL
FEDERATION
CLEO/PCH//ZZ
YMH/HYS/4/MRS/3/YMH//RBS/NCO
AFG2/BUC, F1//KVZ
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Appendix Table 2c. Pedigrees of named and experimental entries
included in the analysis during the 1996 yield trial
season.

Entry Genotype Pedigree
1 Rohde PAHA//SEL.72-330/DAWS
2 Rod LUKE/DAWS//HILL81,VH086206
3 0R908369 HILL/3/VPM/MOS951//2*HILL
4 0R908387 VPM/MOS-951//YMH/HYS/3/SPN/4/SPN/YMHDW
5 0R880172 HIM//KAL/BB/3/WWP7147,F1/4/D6301/HN7//ERA/3/BUC
6 0R908394 VPM/MOS-951//YMH/HYS/3/SPN/4/SPN/YMHDW
7 0R900081 D6301/HN7//ERA/3/BUC/4/MLC,F1/5/MLC
8 0R910042 SPN*2/HH//HILL/5/CWW339.5/4NPM/MOS-951//HILL
9 0R908334 TJB842-12919/SPN//SPN*2/HH

10 0R880525 OR7946/HILL//HILL
11 0R908361 SPN*2/HH/3NPM/MOS951//2*HILL
12 Madsen VPM/MOS951//2*HILL
13 0R910059 SPN /ALCEDO / /SPN
14 0R910171 VPM/MOS951//2*HILL/3/SPN
15 0R910047 TAST/TORIM/3/MLC/4/CWW339.5/SPN
16 0R908395 VPM/MOS-951//YMH/HYS/3/SPN/4/SPN/YMHDW
17 0R908377 VPM/MOS83-11-4-8//YMH/HYS,F1/3/ASP/4/SPN//63--189-66-7/BEZ
18 0R928085 UNKNOWN BULK
19 WA7729 WA6814/Tres
20 0R939515 MADSEN/MALCOLM
21 0R939491 SPN/MADSEN
22 0R870337 KVZ/3/HD/ON//BB/4/YPOPF/3/RBS1744//SU/GNS/5/SPNHAU/YMH
23 0R939517 MADSEN/MALCOLM
24 Federation FEDERATION
25 0R910132 HYS-701 /LELY,F1/3/YMH/TOB//MCD/4/YAMHILL
26 0R920198 YMH/HYS/3/EG/178383//2*YMH/4/MRS/BOW
27 0R910039 OWW852203/4/VPM/MOS951//2*HILL
28 OR928040 MRS/CI14482//YMH/HYS/3/WA 7163 SISTER
29 0R910043 TAST/TORIM/3/MLC/4/CWW339.5/SPN
30 0R939465 SPN/MADSEN
31 0R939493 SPN/MADSEN
32 0R870831 AFG2/BUC,F1//KVZ
33 0R910172 VPM/MOS951//2*HILL/3/6720-11//MDA38/WRM
34 0R908323 YMH/HYS/3/EG/178383//2*YMH/4/MRS/BOW
35 0R939563 MADSEN/MALCOLM
36 OR9 0196 YMH/HYS/3/EG/178383//2*YMH/4/MRS/BOW
37 Mac Vicar YMH/MCD//TSPELT/3/SU92/RDL/4NB68513/HYS//BACA
38 0R870012 HYS7 3/3/55-1744/7C//SU/RDL,F1/4/ YMH/P101-1
39 0R910168 7C/CNO//CAL 3/YMH/4/SPN//63-189-66-7/BEZ
40 0R898120 MLC/3NPM/MOS951 HILL/4NPM/MOS951//2*HILL
41 0R939476 SPN/MADSEN
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Appendix Table 2c, Continued.

Entry Genotype Pedigree
42 0R900542 GREER/PECK//HILL/3/GREER/53118//MH6T
43 0R939527 MADSEN/MALCOLM
44 0R939472 SPN/MADSEN
45 0R870082 55-1744/7C//SU/RDL/3/JI/HYS/3/CNO/PJ//YMH
46 OR939528 MADSEN/MALCOLM
47 Stephens NORD DESPREZ/PULLMAN 101
48 Gene CLEO/PCH//ZZ
49 0R908450 TJB368-251/BUC//UT1567-121
50 OR880555 OR7949/HILL//HILL
51 0R939554 MADSEN/MALCOLM
52 0R908351 TAST/TORIM//SRG/SPN
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Appendix Table 3. Mean yield (kg/ha) for each line tested in 1989-1994.
Values are summed over years and locations.

Genotype Mean Yield
Federation 3642.07
Gene 7288.25
Madsen 6518.55
0R8500933H 6208.73
0R860303 7097.13
Rohde 5574.90
Stephens 6520.79
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Appendix Figure 1. Mean yield (kg/ha) for the Chambers, Kaseberg and
Barnett-Ruggs sites. Values are summed over
years and entries.
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Appendix Figure 2. Mean yield (kg/ha) for the 1992, 1994 and 1995 seasons.
Values are summed over locations and entries.
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Appendix Table 4. Relative yield percentages based on the MODWht
simulated yields for the 1992, 1994 and 1995 yield
trial seasons.

Entry Year
Number Genotype 1992 1994 1995

1 Stephens 146.3 124.8 137.9
2 Rohde 151.0 94.5 105.0
3 Madsen 164.1 124.8 152.5
4 Mac Vicar 173.5 118.2 136.0
5 Gene 183.5 140.8 148.5
6 OR870012 176.0 137.8 151.9
7 OR870082 171.1 134.7 145.9
8 OR870303 168.9 129.4 140.3
9 OR870337 178.5 128.4 149.7
10 OR870831 172.2 132.2 145.8
11 OR880172 170.5 115.6 132.9
12 OR880525 155.8 163.4 119.3
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General linear model partition, mean squares and
degrees of freedom for yield, grown at the
Chambers, Barnett-Rugg and Kaseberg sites during
the 1992 yield trial season.

Source of variation df
Mean
Square F-Value Pr > F

Model 42 446.91796 10.78 0.0001**
Error 77 41.47651
Total 119

** Significant at the 0.01 level.

Appendix Table 5b. Variance partition, and observed mean squares for
yield, grown at the Barnett-Rugg, Chambers and
Kaseberg sites during the 1992 yield trial season.

Mean
Source of variation Square F-Value Pr > F

Location 5685.798423 137.08 0.0001**
Block(Location) 302.430415 7.29 0.0001**
Genotype 195.767505 4.72 0.0001**
Genotype x Location 99.475021 2.40 0.0026**

R2 = 0.8546 CV = 13.49

** Significant at the 0.01 level.
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Appendix Table 6a. General linear model partition, mean squares and
degrees of freedom for yield, grown at the Barnett-
Rugg, Chambers and Kaseberg sites during the 1994
yield trial season.

Mean
Source of variation df Square F-Value Pr > F

Model 44 287.004937 11.50 0.0001**
Error 99 24.964917
Total 143

** Significant at the 0.01 level.

Appendix Table 6b. Variance partition, and observed mean squares for
yield, grown at the Barnett-Rugg, Chambers and
Kaseberg sites during the 1994 yield trial season.

Source of variation
Mean
Square F-Value Pr > F

Location
Block(Location)
Genotype
Genotype x Location

1278.905931
123.714560
210.453162
301.908616

51.23
4.96
8.43

12.09

**0.0001 **0.0001
* *0.0001
* *0.0001

R2 = 0.8363 CV = 11.16

** Significant at the 0.01 level.
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General linear model partition, mean squares and
degrees of freedom for yield, grown at the Barnett-
Rugg, Chambers and Kaseberg sites during the
1995 yield trial season.

Mean
Source of variation df Square F-Value Pr > F

Model 44 237.020300
Error 99 34.515449
Total 143

6.87 0.0001**

** Significant at the 0.01 level.

Appendix Table 7b. Variance partition, and observed mean squares for
yield, grown at the Barnett-Rugg, Chambers and
Kaseberg sites during the 1995 yield trial season.

Mean
Source of variation Square F-Value Pr > F

Location 1224.425169 35.47 0.0001**
Block(Location) 133.339487 3.86 0.0003**
Genotype 329.848860 9.56 0.0001**
Genotype x Location 143.256819 4.15 0.0001**

R2 = 0.7532 CV = 13.35

** Significant at the 0.01 level.
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Appendix Table 8a. General linear model partition, mean squares and
degrees of freedom for yield, grown at the Barnett-
Rugg, Chambers and Kaseberg sites during the 1992,
1994, and 1995 yield trial seasons.

Source of variation df
Mean
Square F-Value Pr > F

Model
Error
Total

116 355.05274
291 40.39772
407

8.79 0.0001**

** Significant at the 0.01 level.

Appendix Table 8b. Variance partition, and the observed mean squares
for yield, grown at the Barnett-Rugg, Chambers and
Kaseberg sites during the 1992, 1994, and 1995
yield trial seasons.

Source of variation
Mean
Square F-Value Pr > F

Location 2138.222737 52.93 0.0001**
Block(Location) 195.223298 4.83 0.0001**
Genotype 585.075127 14.48 0.0001**
Year 984.349516 24.37 0.0001**
Genotype x Year 69.415749 1.72 0.0252*
Genotype x Location 244.331683 6.05 0.0001**
Genotype x Location x Year 398.276633 . 9.86 0.0001**

R2 = 0.7780 CV = 13.54

*, ** Significant at the 0.01and 0.05 levels, respectively.
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Appendix Figure 3. Residual plot from the SAS GLM procedure for the combined analysis of 12
genotypes over nine environments during 1992, 1994 and 1995.
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General linear model partition, mean squares and
degrees of freedom for yield, grown at the Barnett-
Rugg, Chambers and Kaseberg sites during the
1996 yield trial season.

Mean
Source of variation df Square F-Value Pr > F

Model 164 5142069.18 7.27 0.0001**
Error 459 707559.39
Total 623

** Significant at the 0.01 level.

Appendix Table 9b. Variance partition, and the observed mean squares
for yield, grown at the Barnett-Rugg, Chambers and
Kaseberg sites during the 1996 yield trial season.

Source of variation
Mean
Square F-Value Pr > F

Location 75967152.96 107.37 0.0001**
Block(Location) 13420703.91 18.97 0.0001 * *
Genotype 4964775.36 7.02 0.0001**
Genotype x Location 3111521.18 4.40 0.0001**

R2 = 0.722 CV = 10.27

** Significant at the 0.01 level.
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Eskridge's "Safety-First Rule" selection index
(a = 0.05), Shukla's stability variance and yield with
associated rankings. Yield and stability indicators
are calculated using data from the 1992, 1994 and
1995 yield trial seasons.

Genotype Entry Yield Shukla
Safety-
First

Yield
Rank

Shukla Safety First
Rank Rank

Stephens 1 6404 145.48 37.00 10 9 9
Rohde 2 4969 620.26 4.76 12 12 12
Madsen 3 6888 88.49 44.37 5 8 6
Mac Vicar 4 6554 344.92 28.58 7 11 11
Gene 5 7319 1.11 56.34 1 3 1
OR870012 6 7304 31.16 53.09 2 5 4
OR870082 7 7057 -7.68 55.04 4 2 3
OR870303 8 6434 22.83 45.93 8 4 5
OR870337 9 7006 72.93 44.32 3 6 7
OR870831 10 6490 -10.77 55.56 9 1 2
OR880172 11 6194 169.07 35.59 11 10 10
OR880525 12 6724 77.67 38.72 6 7 8
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Eskridge's "Safety-First Rule" selection index
(a = 0.001), Shukla's stability variance and yield
with associated rankings. Yield and stability
indicators are calculated using data from the 1 99 2,
1994 and 1995 yield trial seasons.

Genotype Entry Yield Shukla
Safety-
First

Yield
Rank

Shukla Safety First
Rank Rank

Stephens 1 6404 145.48 16.84 10 9 9
Rohde 2 4969 620.26 -32.63 12 12 12
Madsen 3 6888 88.49 27.41 5 8 7
MacVicar 4 6554 344.92 -0.11 7 11 11
Gene 5 7319 1.11 46.09 1 3 2
OR870012 6 7304 31.16 40.14 2 5 4
OR870082 7 7057 -7.68 45.73 4 2 3
OR870303 8 6434 22.83 33.67 8 4 5
OR870337 9 7006 72.93 28.36 3 6 6
OR870831 10 6490 -10.77 46.60 9 1 1

OR880172 11 6194 169.07 14.24 11 10 10
OR880525 12 6724 77.67 22.44 6 7 8
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General linear model partition and mean squares for
yield during the 1989-1995 yield trial seasons.
Experimental material was grown at the Barnett-
Rugg, Chambers and Kaseberg sites.

Source of variation
Mean

Square F-Value Pr > F

Location 15087.0 7.30 0.0061**
Block(Location) 2066.8 7.31
Genotype 6036.7 11.26 0.0000**
Genotype x Location 536.2 1.90 0.0450*
Error 282.7

R2 = 0.8032 CV = 18.45

*, ** Significant at the 0.01 and 0.05 levels, respectively.




